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1935: St Andrew’s Cross Testing Labels 
Glenn H Morgan FRPSL 

 
 
‘Light Rectangle’ is the term mainly used by the GPO to describe this label design. Few 
collectors would give it this terminology though, indeed ‘St Andrew’s Cross’ has been seen 
used with greater frequency on album pages and in dealer’s listings on the rare occasion that 
this label has been offered for sale, so is the term generally used within this article. To 
complicate matters further, it appears that the GPO also called this label the ‘Maltese Cross’ 
design in some of its paperwork, which is even less accurate of its appearance! 
 
 
Most collectors are familiar with the green poached egg labels used in Britain for a short spell 
from 1936 for stamp vending machine testing. Fewer collectors are aware of its predecessor – 
a green cross within a rectangle (St Andrew‟s Cross design) produced in 1935.  
    These rather bland and rarely seen labels had, until now, been understood to have been 
printed after problems with the poached egg design. However, new research by me in BPMA 
records reveals the true order in which these labels were used by engineers.   
 

 
St Andrew’s Cross design with  

misprint showing green ink drag 

 
 
Technical Details 
The labels were printed by photogravure in green ink in the same colour as the then current 
halfpenny definitive stamp. 
    They utilised unwatermarked paper, presumably with triple row comb perforation, as with 
the subsequent poached egg labels. Delivery was vertical, i.e. each label was joined to the 
next at the top and bottom rather than by both sides (which is known as horizontal delivery). 
    Designers were a Mr Rhodes and Mr Fanshawe of the GPO and printing was by Harrison. 
 

           
 

Original ink sketch and equivalent typed version  
of the St Andrew’s Cross design, as held in BPMA files 

(Images courtesy BPMA) 
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Test Roll Orders in BPMA Files 
 

 
POST 52/952 Stamp Rolls - Dummy rolls for testing selling machines               1922-1954 
  This is a correspondence file with an index to the thirteen sections at the front.  
  This whole file relates to dummy rolls, from request for, to reference to the contract, order, 
  and supply of. 
 
 
Order / Date  Quantity  Supplied to    Roll Cost   Order Value 
1.  March 1935 3,100 rolls  Stamp Section, Somerset House  16s 2 1/2d (81p) per 100 rolls £25.11 
 
This file shows that “3,000 continuous rolls each containing 960 blank gummed pieces of paper” were supplied 
by Harrison between December 1934 and March 1935 and, while these unprinted labels are the subject of 
another paper, it serves to demonstrate that until 1935 blank rolls were serving the purpose of testing the 
vending equipment.  
 
There had been difficulties with the above unprinted rolls (perforations, paper thickness, etc) and on 30 May 
1935, the file mentions and illustrates for the first time the St Andrew‟s Cross design of label. A typed 
Memorandum from an unidentified person (just a set of initials) states that: “I had mentioned to Mr Rhodes last 

week and again today the question of unsatisfactory dummy rolls. Mr Rhodes stated that it would be helpful if 
the dummy rolls were printed with a rectangle of the size of the printed area of a live stamp to serve as a guide 
to the operatives on the perforating and slitting machines. The additional cost of printing would be small as the 
paper for dummy rolls has already to be run through the printing machine for guide holes to be punched.” 
 
The file goes on to state that Harrison had an outstanding order for blank dummy labels and that these could be 
printed “with the proposed rectangle”. A hand-annotated note in the margin shows the proposed label design 
(see above) and additionally reads: “Mr Fanshawe agrees to the proposal that a printed outline should appear on 
these dummy “stamps”, but would like the rectangle to be crossed by diagonal lines.”   So, one of the most 
simple of designs ever seen on a stamp, took two people to execute! 
 
On 18 June 1935, Harrison advised PO Stores that: “we consider a light design will enable us to give greater 

accuracy in measurement. As it is necessary to put the paper through the Printing Machine to make the 
perforation register holes, a plain design can be very cheaply printed, and we beg to quote 2 1/2d (circa 1p 
decimal) per 100 rolls extra to the usual price”. Interestingly, the letter concludes with: “It is understood that this 

particular design can be used for making dummy rolls for commercial purposes”. If the design was used by 
commercial customers, this may be the source of copies in collections today, rather than a GPO leak of supplies.  
A revision to the original order B2 placed with Harrison on 12 March 1935 showed that 3,100 rolls were left to 
print and that these would bear the new printed design.  
 
From June through to August 1935, there is mention on file of problems with the dummy stamp rolls supplied, 
but it has not been possible to ascertain whether they are referring to the ongoing problem with blank labels or 
the new printed design. It seems likely that it might be the blank rolls, as one memo states that they are no worse 
than those previously supplied by Harrison or Waterlow and should be accepted. Unfortunately, the file does not 
include any details of delivery dates of the printed type of label to enable clarification.  

.......................................................................................... 
 
Order / Date  Quantity  Supplied to    Roll Cost   Order Value 
2.  October 1935 6,000  rolls Stamp Section, Somerset House  16s 2 1/2d (81p) per 100 rolls? £48.60? 

 
On 2 October 1935, Harrison was instructed in a letter from the GPO to produce “a further supply of dummy 

rolls” and requested a delivery date. No quantities were stated in the letter, or to what specification or design the 
labels should be printed to! However, a hand annotation on the copy letter usefully reads: “11/10 Mr Rhodes 

promised 5% Green* by end of next week (18/10)”. A subsequent letter from Harrison to W Mason of the GPO 
reveals that the order had been for 6,000 rolls. 
*my emboldened italics to emphasise that it was the St Andrew‟s Cross design that was being put back on press.  

.......................................................................................... 
 
The St Andrew‟s Cross design is mentioned again in POST 52/952 in a letter to Harrison & Sons dated 15 
October 1937from a colleague of the Post Office Controller, who writes: “It is understood that some time must 
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elapse before deliveries of dummy rolls to the new design* under contract 81045 can be made, and that rolls 
printed with the “maltese cross” design could not be supplied at short notice”.  
*The “For Testing Purposes Only” design, further proving that the St Andrew‟s Cross design was not printed after the poached eggs.   
 
    The letter goes on to request a quotation for 6,000 rolls of blank unprinted paper, as per the B2 order of 1935 
(i.e. the portion of the order that had been delivered before the St Andrew‟s Cross design was introduced).    

.......................................................................................... 
 
 
POST 52/179 Harrison & Sons – Contract Number 72257 – Dummy Rolls for Testing Stamp Selling             1936-1937 
  Machines, 1936-1937          
  Based on Tender No. C. 1632 covering your letters WHR/DMS of 20 November and 10 December 1935 
   for 12,000 Rolls for testing stamp vending machines. 
 
 
 
Stores order dated 10 March 1936 for the poached egg design states: “Price includes 11d (4.5p) per 100 Rolls 

towards liquidation of cost of two cylinders (one for the „light rectangle‟ design already made* and one for 
fully inked design in photogravure now ordered) at £22 each, spread over a total requirement of 96,000 
[„poached egg‟] Rolls by  31 December 1943.”        
*my emboldened italics, emphasising how the St Andrew‟s Cross design had been printed before the 10 March 1936 Stores Order. 
 
On 13 March 1937, “The Controller” wrote to Harrison advising that “...It seems unlikely that any further 
supplies of dummy rolls of the present designs* will be required ...advise the unexpired value of the two 
printing cylinders. The cylinders will be taken over by the Department‟s Control Officer.”   
*my emboldened italics. Note use of plural word „designs‟, implying the poached egg and St Andrew‟s Cross label cylinders, as any 
previous dummy labels of that reign had been unprinted. 

.......................................................................................... 
 

The initial order above shows conclusively how the St Andrew's Cross design had been 
printed and first issued for use about a year prior to March 1936, i.e. well before the green 
poached egg design was even conceived, printed or delivered, not after it as is generally 
stated in philatelic publications and on album leaves. Even the second St Andrew's Cross 
reprint order was executed pre-egg era, as would be expected. 
    This is yet another example of how the records held by BPMA can help rewrite the 
philatelic literature and correct so many misconceptions! 
 
 
Bibliography 
No specific articles have been traced and this label has almost never even been mentioned in 
more general testing label articles.  
    An album page recently examined stated: “This label was used for a very short time and is 

not often found. This was succeeded by a plain paper type, also unwatermarked.” Files at 
BPMA show that an order for unprinted labels was not proceeded with and that engineers 
were supplied instead with the new FTPO grey-black labels, to be the subject of another 
paper in this series... 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All Post Office file material © The British Postal Museum & Archive (BPMA) - Freeling House Phoenix 

Place - LONDON WC1X 0DL - Tel 020 7239 2570 - The BPMA is the public identity of The Postal 
Heritage Trust - Charity No. 1102360 - Company No. 4896056 
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1936: Poached Egg Testing Labels 
‘A Great Britain Stamp Sensation’ 

Glenn H Morgan FRPSL 
 
 

„Target Design‟ is the term mainly used by the GPO to describe this label. Few collectors 
gave it this terminology, though, as „Poached Eggs‟ gained almost universal acceptance after 
the initial plethora of names, so is the term used within this article. The GPO did, eventually, 
succumb to the collector term and talked of poached eggs in official documentation. 
 
 

 
The so-called “Stamp Sensation” 

 
„Great Britain Stamp Sensation‟ ran the heading of an article in Stamp Collecting Weekly (6 
March 1937) about the so-called poached egg labels used by the British Post Office to test 
stamp vending machines. Few philatelic items have aroused so much interest and 
correspondence in the stamp and lay press as these humble little labels. The law of supply 
and demand saw prices soar to very high levels and drop right back again as the market 
became flooded with them, both on and off cover!  
 
 
Background 
Post Office vending machine services gradually became more widespread by the 1930s as the 
consumer expected round-the clock facilities for the purchasing of postage stamps.  
Technology was the answer and the Post Office was at the forefront then, as now with the 
newly introduced Post & Go units, in meeting the needs of its customers. 
    Machinery, however good, requires a certain amount of attention and testing to ensure its 
smooth running and these labels were designed to enable Post Office engineers to simulate a 
live environment. There was never any intention that they should become collectors‟ items. 
    Poached eggs is the name that has stuck when describing these labels due to their design, 
but at the time they were also referred to as „shadow stamps‟, „green blobs‟, „target stamps‟ 
(the official GPO term), „mystery stamps‟, „eclipse stamps‟, „dummy stamps‟, etc. 
    A great deal of excitement was generated at the time of their discovery and rumours 
abounded about the way they had been sold from stamp vending machines in exchange for a 
halfpenny coin. Nobody, however, was able to prove conclusively that they had been sold 
and any examples on cover came from supplies obtained by collectors and dealers either 
illicitly (i.e. via the Post Office „back door‟) or from the newly fitted-out Mobile Post Office 
designed to serve at agricultural shows and the like.  
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The first Mobile PO, with SVMs visible at left 
(Image courtesy BPMA) 

 

During 1936 this vehicle was being taken on demonstration tours and the labels were freely 
available to members of the public and press at each of the stops made, but never were they 
provided in exchange for money. However, a letter sold on eBay some time ago is shown 
below as this implies that there was an occasion when the labels were sold in error. 
 

 
 

The fact that supplies were subsequently affixed in all imaginable combinations to envelopes 
and postcards and then dropped in letter boxes or, if registered, handed over a counter where 
they received a cancellation, is not proof of their validity. It merely shows that the Post Office 
employees demonstrated a lack of care when exercising their duties. 
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Technical Details 
The labels were printed by photogravure in green ink in the same colour as the then current 
halfpenny definitive stamp and the amount of ink was intended to be exactly the same as on 
the definitive to best simulate one, possibly following problems with the previous St 
Andrew‟s Cross design. 
 

 
 

GvR watermark 
(Image courtesy Graham Eyre) 

 
    They were printed on normal stock paper during 1936, i.e. on GVR watermarked paper 
utilising triple row comb perforation. Delivery was by vertical coils, i.e. each label was joined 
to the next at the top and bottom rather than by both sides (which is known as horizontal 
delivery). 
    Their designer is not recorded, but a subsequent FTPO grey-black issue, the design of 
which was largely based on that of the first issue, was by a Mr Dell of the GPO, so it is 
reasonable to assume that he might have been responsible for the issue in question. Printing 
was by Harrison and Sons Limited. 

 

 
 

An almost complete roll of 960 poached eggs,  
but sadly missing its unprinted leader 

 
 
What the Press Said 
Much philatelic reporting followed the issue of the labels and the benefit of hindsight makes 
some of the comments laughable today. 
- March 1937: “...as to the value, we can only draw comparison with the „Prussian blue‟ 
(1935 Silver Jubilee) variety which is listed at, say, £30 mint, £40 used. The shadow stamp 
would seem to be much scarcer...” 
“Secure specimens before prices eclipse even a „Post Office Mauritius‟ or „Bermuda 
Postmaster‟.” 
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April 1937: “The greatest rarity known to philately of recent times”, “Will demand a really 
high price in the future”, “Don't expect them to be a gilt edged investment” – perhaps, finally, 
the voice of reason! 
 
 
Yours - at a Price 
Investors who bought-up stocks in the early days had their fingers burnt and the final 
quotation in “What the press said”, above, was the best advice as it turned out, for the current 
prices of the „Prussian Blue‟, „Post Office Mauritius‟ and „Bermuda Postmaster‟ stamps run 
into many thousands of pounds, whereas the „Poached Egg‟ is still available for as little as 
20p unused! 
    By March 1937, the philatelic trade had started to latch on to the demand for the labels and 
mint copies were being sold „at the best offer received‟. By the following month supplies had 
improved and ten shillings (50p) seemed to be the going rate. During May prices were 
varying between 2s 3d to 7s 6d (l1p to 37.5p) but by September they were on offer at a mere 
6d (2.5p) each on a „positively last chance‟ basis. 
    During May of 1937 dealers started producing philatelic covers in earnest in an attempt at 
satisfying the demand that they themselves had created. Various combinations of cover were 
produced as the following items taken from various advertisements of that month show: 
„Halfpenny stamp and poached egg on postcard 10/- (50p)‟; „Poached egg and ld KGVI 
stamp used first day 25/- (£1.25)‟; „3 poached eggs joined together on cover 98/- (£4.90)‟;  
„Poached egg used on Registered cover £2‟; „2 poached eggs with a halfpenny KGVI used 
first day 50/- (£2.50)‟. 
    These covers have proved to be a better buy than the mint labels, but could not be termed 
an investment by any stretch of the imagination. 
 
 
Trafficking Made Illegal 
In August 1937 several stamp dealers were visited by members of the GPO Special 
Investigations Branch. It was claimed that they were dealing in property stolen from the Post 
Office and an undertaking had to be given by them not to trade in the labels any more.    
    However, by February 1938, following the issue of the grey-black testing labels, trading on 
the philatelic market was once more permitted by the postal authorities. The short but active 
life of the 'Great Britain Stamp Sensation' had drawn to a close. 
 
 
Test Roll Orders in BPMA Files 
 
 
POST 52/952 Stamp Rolls - Dummy rolls for testing selling machines               1922-1954 
  This is a correspondence file with an index to the thirteen sections at the front.  
  This whole file relates to dummy rolls, from request for, to reference to the contract, order, 
  and supply of. 
 
 
Order / Date Quantity  Supplied to    Roll Cost  Order Value 
1.  December 1935 2,400 rolls  Stamp Section, Somerset House  17s 11d (89.5p) %* £21.48 
          * meaning “per hundred rolls” 
 
On 28 November 1935, in a note from the Stores Department to The Controller, the first mention appears on file 
of a desire on the part of engineers to have dummy labels that more closely resembled “real” stamps. This 

means that they must be by the same printing process, on the same watermarked paper and with the same 
amount of ink on them. The Engineering Department had explained that “there is a marked difference of 

behaviour between a roll of live stamps and a roll of dummy stamps in vending machines”.  
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Quotes were obtained for the production of new labels and much correspondence discusses issues with cylinders 
and how they would be paid for over the various production runs of the labels. This was eventually resolved and 
on 12 December 1935 Harrison wrote to The Controller, PO Stores stating: “We beg to enclose roughout for the 

target design, which we believe will be suitable for the new Dummy Rolls, and, we think, will carry 
approximately the same amount of ink as the Postage Stamp.” 
 
On 23 December 1935, an internal GPO instruction was issued to commission Harrison to print 2,000 rolls on 
“watermarked (RCO) paper – print in 1/2d colour (green). These dummy stamps to be manufactured with the 
same care as „live‟ rolls.” 
 
On 30 December 1935, The Controller got back to Harrison regarding the roughout design advising that: “the 

outline of the design is satisfactory, but it would be preferred if the centre oval were made slightly larger and the 
remaining surface made to consist of a gradation of dark to light, working from centre to edge. The corner spaces 
in the angles of the rectangle might be made slightly dark. The idea is to simulate a real stamp so far as quantity, 
quality and distribution of ink is concerned.” Unfortunately, the roughout design is not accompanying the file. 
 
The next item on file is an order dated 30 December 1935 to Harrison for 2,400 rolls. The first consignment was 
delivered on 22 January 1936 and comprised 240 rolls, followed by 760 rolls (23rd), 400 rolls (24th), 500 rolls 
(27th

), with the final part of the “good” rolls being delivered on 30 January 1936 (308 rolls).  This totalled 2,208 
rolls and by the middle of March the balance of the order was completed in the form of 192 “waste” rolls.  
 
There are then many items of correspondence on file relating to the escape of the poached eggs into the collector 
market and discussions as to how to resolve the problem, with a new design being considered the only solution. 
Correspondence with Hall Telephone Accessories (HTA), the SVM manufacturer, shows that they were supplied 
with the poached egg labels and could be a further source of the leak to the public and HTA was instructed to 
tighten-up procedures. 
 
A Memorandum dated March 1937 indicates that there were two printings of the poached eggs, the first being 
for 2,208 rolls (order 1, as detailed above) and “after these had been tried and approved by the Engineering 

Department”, order 2 (detailed below under POST 52/179) was placed comprising 10,918 rolls. It notes that: “of 

the total, about 6,400 have been issued to the Engineering Department and 6,700 remain in stock.”  The unused 
stock was worth £70 and may be a reason why they continued in use until replaced by the black FTPO design. 

.......................................................................................... 
 
 
POST 52/1379 Watermarked paper-non value items        1936  
  This file has one sheet of correspondence. In future, it says, watermarked paper will be supplied to the  
  Engineering Department for testing stamp vending machines, in place of the plain rolls used hitherto. 
 
 
A letter dated 15 February 1936 from D Dell of the PO Stores Department to the Accountant General‟s 

Department recorded that watermarked paper would be used henceforth for the dummy testing rolls supplied to 
the Engineering Department “in lieu of the plain rolls used hitherto”.  “Plain” in this context probably relates to 
unwatermarked, rather than unprinted. 

.......................................................................................... 
 
 
POST 52/179 Harrison and Sons Contract No. 72257 for Dummy Rolls for testing stamp selling machines   1936 
  Based on Tender No. C. 1632 covering your letters WHR/DMS of 20 November and  
  10 December 1935 for 12,000 Rolls for testing stamp vending machines. 
 
 
Order / Date Quantity  Supplied to    Roll Cost  Order Value 
2.  March 1936 12,000 rolls Stamp Section, Somerset House  17s 11d (89.5p) %* £107.40 
          * meaning “per hundred rolls” 
 
The Stamp Section wrote on 27 February 1936 to Contracts Section: “...Supplies are urgently required by the 
Engineering Department to replace their stocks which are being scrapped.”  What design was being scrapped? 

Could it be the light rectangle design? Or maybe they had still been using blank paper for some of the testing 
requirements, which now needed to be replaced by one with a design and ink to best replicate stamp vending 
conditions. We will probably never know! 
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Stores Order dated 10 March 1936 states: “To be Continuous Rolls each containing 960 Gummed pieces of 

paper similar to a Unified stamp. To be wound on stiff cores similar to those used for Roll W. Each piece to be 
printed in photogravure in 1/2d green colour, with the design already approved and to be on Royal Cipher 
watermarked paper which will be supplied by the Department. The Rolls to be manufactured at the rate of 6,000 
at the earliest possible moment and 1,000 per month thereafter. Price includes 11d (4.5p) per 100 Rolls towards 
liquidation of cost of two cylinders (one for the light rectangle design already made and one for fully inked 
design in photogravure now ordered) at £22 each, spread over a total requirement of 96,000 Rolls by 31 
December 1943.” 
 
A handwritten, undated note records quantities supplied, which were 1000 “good” rolls in March 1936 and 
9,918 in April 1936. An additional 1,082 “waste” rolls were also produced in April, totalling the 12,000 rolls 
ordered.  
  
On 13 March 1937, “The Controller” wrote to Harrison advising that “...It seems unlikely that any further 
supplies of dummy rolls of the present designs* will be required ...advise the unexpired value of the two 
printing cylinders. The cylinders will be taken over by the Department‟s Control Officer.”   
*my emboldened italics. Note use of plural word ‘designs’, i.e. the poached egg and St Andrew’s Cross label cylinders. 

.......................................................................................... 
 
 
POST 33/5656 Stamp vending machines: extracts of minutes on dummy stamps                     1936-1939 
  This file comprises extracts from Minutes of Stamp Selling Machine Committee Meetings. 
 

 
9 December 1936 
This meeting was shown an example of a letter bearing one of the poached egg labels used on a letter and 
extracts from stamp magazines were read out. “It was decided to change the design of the dummy stamps, and 

Mr Dell undertook to examine the possibility of printing them in black”.  
 
26 January 1937 
“Mr Dell produced a design for new stamps which were to be printed in black.” 
 
16 March 1937 
The question was raised as to whether a notice in the Post Office Circular was necessary regarding the treatment 
of letters bearing poached eggs. It was decided that London Postal Region should notify its offices, but that no 
further action was needed. 
 
7 September 1937 
A Colonel Reid suggested to the meeting that: “...he would recommend, as a temporary expedient, the provision 
of blank rolls of unwater-marked (sic) paper for ordinary testing purposes provided sufficient of the “poached 

egg” type were retained for specialised testing work”. Mr Dell advised that this would not be a problem and 

would instruct the printer accordingly.   
    Later correspondence on file dated 6 October 1937 reveals that it would be no harder for Harrison to print 
labels bearing a design than to produce blank rolls and so the unprinted stock was not procured, especially as the 
new half-width press was almost ready to print the black FTPO design. 
 
On 8 January 1938, Stores Department wrote to the Postal Services Department advising that stocks of the new 
FTPO label were now available. Instructions on how to destroy the now-obsolete poached egg design were 
included in this, and in later, correspondence. It here that we learn for sure that: “the bands* of the „target‟ rolls 

are blank”.      *i.e. leaders or wrappers. 

.......................................................................................... 
 
 
This article is believed to be the first time that two separate printings of the poached egg 
labels have been identified as existing.  
 
Collectors with several examples of the poached eggs would be well advised to check for 
any obvious differences between their labels, as there may be something that makes for 
two separate catalogue types. 
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A Problem with Damp in Stamp Selling Machines 
Collector Les Wilkinson has produced an interesting web-based article about the problem of 
damp in SVMs and how attempts were made to overcome it by using dummy stamp rolls, 
including the poached egg and grey-black KGVI FTPO labels.  
    As of July 2009, a visit to www.les-wilkinson.co.uk/article11.php would enable one to 
read his researches. Be aware that due to the transitory nature of the internet his website URL 
may no longer be available by the time you read this article.  
 
 
Bibliography 
The following contemporaneous stamp magazines contain references to the poached eggs. 
The respective issue dates are shown below together with page number(s) in brackets. 
 
Stamp Collecting Weekly [GB] 
1936:  October 3 (63), November 21 (287). 
1937:  March 6 (837); March 13 (874); March 20 (920); March 27 (6, 10); April 3 (1, 51); 
 April 10 (81, 82, 93); April 17 (117); April 24 (40); May 1 (76, 180, 197);  
 May 29 (324); June 5 (369); August 21 (716); September 11 (829). 
1938:  February 26 (767); March 5 (811). 
 
Philatelic Magazine [GB] 
1937:  April 16 (343); April 30 (388, 389); May 28 (515). 
 
Articles published in later years add little to the story, indeed they tend to continue to 
reproduce factual inaccuracies of the early years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All Post Office file material © The British Postal Museum & Archive (BPMA) - Freeling House Phoenix 

Place - LONDON WC1X 0DL - Tel 020 7239 2570 - The BPMA is the public identity of The Postal 
Heritage Trust - Charity No. 1102360 - Company No. 4896056 
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1957: Poached Eggs at the Scout Jamboree, and later 
Glenn H Morgan FRPSL 

 
 
If the title of this paper takes you back to breakfast around the campfire as a child, then snap out 
of it and concentrate - this is a philatelic publication! It actually relates to the earliest attempts by 
the British Post Office to provide a First Day Cover (FDC) service at celebrations in Sutton 
Coldfield for the centenary of the birth of Lord Baden Powell and the way that the GPO tested 
the special machinery used to process covers of the new Scout stamps.  
 
 
First Day Cover Servicing Equipment 
 

“The 2 1/2d, 4d and 1s3d commemorative stamps for the Jubilee Jamboree of the Boy Scout Movement, announced by the  
Postmaster General in the House of Commons on June 13th last, will be placed on sale at post offices throughout the  

United Kingdom on August 1st next” 

 
It had been agreed at high level within the Post Office and government that a set of stamps 
would be issued to celebrate the 1957 Scout Jubilee Jamboree and that massive amounts of First 
Day Covers would be ordered by current and former Scouts and by the public at large. 
    The Post Office searched in vain worldwide for a machine that would be capable of affixing 
stamps to covers and was finally forced into commissioning one to be designed from scratch. 
The two machines that resulted were made by Vacuumatic Limited of Harwich, England, and 
cost £2,650 including all development and subsequent refinements. These were able to service 
120 covers per minute with the set of three Scout commemorative stamps. Despite saving untold 
hours of Post Office staff time, just 60,632 covers were serviced compared with initial estimates 
of two (some say three or even six) million covers. 
 

         
 

These photographs were taken at the premises of Vacuumatic and show the machine before it was completely  
functioning. Publicity shots were urgently required by the GPO and these were considered acceptable. 

 
The machines, sited at the Sutton Park Station depot, were fed by hand with a stack of covers 
into a feed hopper, where vacuum "fingers" moved the envelope to a suitable position for the 
stamps to be affixed. Fine jets of water were then sprayed onto the envelope and one of each 
stamp value was advanced from the rolls by claws engaging in the perforations where a 
guillotine detached them from the coils. The stamps were then pressed onto the envelope and 
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ejected into a collecting bin, where a physical examination of each cover was made by hand. 
Any rejects were replaced. Once they had dried they passed through a stamp cancelling machine 
and were then bundled-up for delivery worldwide.  
    This was the only time in British philatelic history, prior to self-adhesive stamps, that special 
coils of commemorative stamps for FDC servicing were produced, although in 1989 Harrison 
created a coil from Greetings stamp books for a Sunday Times promotion – the subject of 
another in this series of papers. 
 
 
 
Special Commemorative-Sized Testing Labels 
It was soon realised that it would be necessary for much preparatory work to be undertaken 
before a satisfactory result would allow the machines to be let loose on actual covers paid for by 
customers.  
    Accordingly, Vacuumatic staff and Post Office engineers were given coils of testing labels 
(known to collectors as poached eggs due to their design, and hence the title of this paper) in a 
special format that would simulate the issued stamps. Many trials with dummy covers were made 
to adjust the flow of water reaching each envelope and to determine the correct envelope 
thickness using these labels.    
    Eventually they got it right and the first incursion by the Post Office into the highly lucrative 
FDC market could begin. Not that this first exercise was profitable, due to the low numbers of 
covers actually serviced! It is believed that the Scout movement also lost serious amounts of 
revenue by the lack of covers bought and needed to get the government to bail them out 
financially. 
 
 

 
 

Dummy First Day Cover used as part of the commissioning trials  
for the Vacuumatic stamp affixing machines. 
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Stamp affixing and machine cancelling did not always go to plan during the commissioning stages!  
The stamps are crooked and the postal marking has been struck twice. (Image courtesy BPMA) 

 
 
Technical Details   
At one time, commemorative stamps were the width of two definitive stamps and so the existing 
For Testing Purposes Only label was prepared in horizontal pairs, imperforate between. Printing 
was in grey-black by the photogravure process of Harrison and Sons Limited on E2R St Edwards 
Crown watermarked paper so as to closely resemble the issued Scout stamps.  
 

 
 

(Image courtesy  
Graham Eyre) 

 
    The Scout commemoratives appeared in rolls of 4,800 and it is thought that the testing labels 
might be of a similar number, as leaders are understood to remain unrecorded. Delivery was in 
vertical coils, i.e. each label was joined to the next at the top and bottom (known as vertical 
delivery), rather than by both sides (horizontal delivery). The labels are highly prized by 
collectors, especially when on the dummy covers as only a handful escaped destruction. 
 
 
 
Test Roll Orders in BPMA Files 
The British Postal Museum & Archive (BPMA) maintains files relating to the ordering of the 
Scout dummy testing rolls for this FDC experiment under POST 69 and POST 122. 

............................................................................................. 
 
 
POST 69/64 Post Office Board 1958: Index, board papers, proceedings and progress reports             1958 
  POB (58) 2nd 2 (p.1) notes the lack of success of the experiment of selling the special issue stamp for the  
  Boy Scout Jubilee (first day covers) and agreement that the experiment should not be repeated.  
 
   
Nothing of relevance found relating to dummy Scout issue labels. 

............................................................................................. 
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............................................................................................. 
 
 
POST 69/65 Post Office Board 1958: Index, board papers, proceedings and progress reports                1958 
  Red bound volume containing an index to board papers, board papers POB (58) 1 - 68, agenda, copy  
  minutes of Post Office Board meetings POB (58) 1st - 6th (6th February - 11th December) and progress  
  reports presented to the board. Incomplete run. 
 
   
 Nothing of relevance found relating to dummy Scout issue labels. 

............................................................................................. 
 
 
POST 122/918 First day cover service: World Scout Jubilee Jamboree, 1957                       1957-1958 
  No description. 
 

 
Order / Date Quantity  Supplied to    Roll Cost  Order Value 
1.  Late 1956 ? rolls  PO Supplies Dept   ? each  ? 
 
In preparation for a meeting that was due to be held between the Boy Scouts Association, the Mayflower Stamp 
Company and the Assistant Postmaster General on 24 October 1956, pre-meeting minutes between the first two 
organisations noted that there was a desirability for the stamps to be printed and issued in rolls. Also “to assist 

Vacuumatic Ltd in the design of a machine it will be requested that the Post Office either through themselves or 
their specialists should make available some dummy rolls of stamps of the precise size to be used for the stamps 
when printed.” This appears to be the first mention of the machines being suggested by non-Post Office people and 
that dummy rolls would be needed. 
 
The Director General of the Post Office produced minutes of the above meeting stating: “Dummy Rolls of Stamps 
for Experiment. Prima facie there should be no difficulty in supplying dummy rolls if the Vacuumatic machines 
can be designed in time and if it is agreed in principle that the Post Office should use these machines.” 
 
On 20 December 1956, a file note from an unidentified postal official to S D Sargent recorded that: “...the firm are 
going ahead with the prototype machine; we are arranging for rolls of dummy stamps to be prepared so that the firm 
can have them for testing purposes.” 
 
Production of the prototype machine was scheduled for 28 February, testing by manufacturer and Engineering 
Department was to be by 31 March, placing of orders by 15 April and delivery of machines by 15 May 1957. These 
dates incorporated a month’s contingency. On 1 May, the firm stated that the machine has been tested and is 

operating satisfactorily subject to “minor refinements”.  

............................................................................................. 
 
 
POST 122/8247 Postage stamps. Obliteration and sales to dealers etc.: World Scout Jubilee Jamboree.             1957 
  Special issue postage stamps and first day cover service. Suggestions from T J Roberts,  
  Ludlow, Shropshire  
  File 26 of 28 files. Be aware that this is a massive box of information!  
 
   
Nothing of relevance found relating to dummy Scout issue labels. 

............................................................................................. 
 
 
Later Additional Stocks Ordered 
Interestingly, and believed to be previously unreported in the philatelic literature, is the fact that 
the Post Office placed an order for the Scout-type dummy testing labels after the Sutton 
Coldfield event had finished for “further testing of experimental stamp affixing machines”. I had 
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no previous knowledge of any later stamp affixing machine utilising commemorative sized 
stamps until the 1989 Sunday Times coil mentioned above.  
    The original Vacuumatic machine was not re-used, or so collectors are led to believe, but it is 
clear that some further refinements were made to the equipment after the Jamboree, as there had 
been identified a potential use for it in February 1958. Not only did this not come about, but the 
BPMA files fails to state what event might have resulted in the need to affix a single stamp to an 
envelope.  
    Collectors may care to check their double-sized labels for any differences that might indicate 
that they have both the Scout version and this subsequent printing, although no copies may have 
survived of course, especially with a mere 12 rolls printed.  

............................................................................................. 
 
 
POST 52/1271 Contracts-Harrison & Sons-Contract Number 81045 and Local Orders-Dummy Rolls for                     1936-1965 
  testing  Stamp Selling Machines  
  A small correspondence file with details of tests. There is an index at the front to the 17 sections  
  

 
Order / Date Quantity  Supplied to     Roll Cost  Order Value 
1.  October 1957 12 rolls  PO Supplies Dept    9s 7d (48p) each £5 15s 0d (£5.75) 
 
An internal memorandum dated 31 October 1957 from a Mr Langfield to the Supplies Department stated: “Will you 

please arrange for the supply of 12 rolls , each comprising 1920 double-sized i.e. as for World Scout stamps 
adhesive test stamps (not the special larger rolls) to MBD/PMB as early as possible.  The cost of manufacture 
should also be quoted. They are required in connexion with the further testing of experimental stamp affixing 
machines.” The order document for these dummy rolls stated that they should be “joined on the long edge, delivery 

lower end first. Similar in makeup to the Boy Scouts Jamboree rolls. To be printed with the design used on “Roll 

Test No. 1”.” These were supplied on 19 February 1958 “12 dummy rolls herewith. The cost was £5.15.0”.  
 
Unfortunately, this file fails to mention the colour used to print the above labels. It can be assumed that they were 
grey-black, but might just conceivably have been red (but appears unlikely). The watermark type is also not 
recorded on the documentation, but as it is still within the time period that used the EIIR St Edward’s Crown 

watermarked paper it seems unlikely that the subsequent Multiple Crowns watermarked paper could have been 
utilised.  

............................................................................................. 
 
 
POST 122/918 First day cover service: World Scout Jubilee Jamboree, 1957               1957-1958 
  No description. 
 

 
In December 1957, E J Castellano of the Engineering Department approached Vacuumatic “...(a) to provide 

facilities to enable commitment in the immediate future to be undertaken on the lines of the Sutton Coldfield 
arrangements; (b) to provide means of feeding a single stamp re a possible requirement in 1958, and (c) the 
development of a prototype of a universal machine”. The universal machine was to have been capable of affixing 
three doubles-sized commemorative, or six single-sized definitives, or any combination at the rate of one envelope a 
second. The use of a new machine that could upgrade postal stationery at the time of a tariff change was considered 
desirable, as 11 million items required the addition of a postage stamp and this was time-consuming and expensive. 
However, due to the limited occasions when a tariff change occurred it was not felt justified to buy a machine. 
 
In January 1958, a file note showed that consideration had been given to the setting up of a philatelic section within 
“PSD”, but that this had dwindled and the Post Office “...could not foresee any further first day cover schemes on 

the lines of the Boy Scouts Commemorative Issue being undertaken – at least not in the foreseeable future”.  
 
Further work and expenditure on stamp affixing machines was not authorised and the project was closed. Nothing 
appears to be on record as to the fate of the two stamp affixing machines made by Vacuumatic. 

............................................................................................. 
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As predicted by the GPO, the 1957 Scout FDC exercise was not repeated in the same manner 
and several years elapsed before the Post Office officially serviced FDC's again. This was for 
the Shakespeare celebrations of 1964 and covers were manually prepared. These days, of 
course, FDC production is once more a fully automated process utilising machinery never even 
imagined back in the low-tech times of the 1950's.  
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1962-64: Red Commemorative-Sized Testing Labels in Sheets 
Glenn H Morgan FRPSL 

 
 
The Post Office Philatelic Bulletin supposedly gave away samples of the Scout Jubilee testing 
labels in its issue of September/October 1964. They were, however, printed in red and there is no 
evidence that they were ever used for the purpose outlined in the Bulletin, i.e. as coils for use with 
testing stamp affixing machines at the Scout Jamboree.  
 

 
 

Part of the page from the Philatelic Bulletin, 1964 
 

 

 
 

(Image courtesy 
Graham Eyre) 

 
The red double-sized examples bear a Multiple Crowns watermark that was not introduced until 
over a year after the Jubilee had almost been forgotten in the minds of the public. Also, all four 
sides of the dummy stamp have been torn from a sheet and they certainly do not bear the tell-tale 
signs of having come from a coil, i.e. two cut vertical or horizontal edges.   
 
 
Test Orders in BPMA Files 
The implication of the above is that a sheet printed commemorative-sized label version of the 
Scouts label must have been requisitioned at some point and I have traced two orders for such an 
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item among the files held at BPMA. Everything now makes sense, but sadly the file does not make 
mention of the colour of the labels supplied by Harrison, nor is there a sample appended to the file.  
    I suspect that as the official file fails to mention the colour, we will never have the opportunity of 
totally proving that this is the correct requisition, but the documentary evidence is strong enough, I 
feel, to finally put the mystery surrounding the so-called “red Scouts testing label” to bed after 52 
years. 

................................................................................................ 
 
 
POST 52/441 Stamps – test sheets                             1962-68 
  No description. 
 

 
Order / Date Quantity   Supplied to     Order Value 
1.  April 1962 500 sheets of 120  PO Supplies Dept    “£10 the lot” 
 
On 12 April 1962 an initial request was made by a J Hobbs to the Supplies Department for some testing labels and 
he stated that “the stamps are required for stamp cancelling trials which we are anxious to arrange in the near future 

in connection with the probable introduction of a Post Office “First Day Cover” service”. Do dummy covers exist? 
 
During the following month the order was placed with Harrison for 500 sheets of 120 (“120 set”) commemorative-
sized labels using the design for the “Test Rolls, No. 1” printed on gummed watermarked paper. Delivery within 

two weeks was requested and the file outer cover indicates “Completed 11 May 1962”, so delivery will have been 

made before that date.   
 
The same BPMA file indicates that a second, much larger, order was placed the following year: 
 
Order / Date Quantity   Supplied to     Order Value 
2.  October 1963 30,000 sheets of 240  PO Supplies Dept    £143 11s 0d (£143.55) 
 
A Form of Tender dated 25 October 1963 detailed the requirements for more commemorative-sized testing labels in 
sheets “on crown all over watermarked paper”.  It also stated that “selvedges at top and bottom are not essential”. 

Delivery was to be within 4-6 week of date of order. 
 
A Schedule to Harrison followed indicating their successful tender (not that anyone else was ever invited to tender, 
as the near-monopoly by Harrison ensured that the business went their way, due also to the desire of the GPO for 
the test labels to totally mimic a real stamp of the period).  A hand-annotation at the foot of the Schedule showed 
that 25,000 “good” sheets and 5,000 “waste” sheets had been received (for the GPO destroyed “waste” stocks at that 

time and not the printer).  
 
On 10 January 1964, SPD Hemel Hempstead shipped 15 bags weighing 7cwt by security vehicle to Mr Bull of 
Supplies Department, Engineering Department, Materials Section, Test Section at Studd Street N1.  
 
On 20 February a “Delivery Note for Specimens: Acknowledgment for Receipt” from Supplies Department for 
Engineering Department to approve and return related to the 30,000 sheets of 240 that had been forwarded the 
previous month. It was marked DUPLICATE in red ink, presumably because the initial form had gone astray.  
 
On 13 March a second form was signed and returned with a hand-annotated note initialled by R L Bull stating: 
“This is the second D note I have been asked to sign – Do I expect more? RLB”. Many BPMA-held files include 
comments such as this, where it frequently appears that someone is trying to score points over a colleague or 
supplier! 

............................................................................................. 
 
The initial order has to be the source of the Philatelic Bulletin give-away labels, as the 
subsequent order was delivered too late and everything else “fits”.  
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    Collectors would be advised to check items held, as a difference may exist between the 
Philatelic Bulletin give-away version and the maximum card and booklet mock-up labels 
recorded below.  
 
 
Dummy Maximum Card use 
Surplus stock from above trials must have been retained, as this red label was subsequently used on 
maximum cards of the Christmas 1967 issue (at least). A fellow enthusiast for dummy items has one 
of the cards with a “LONDON W.C. / 12:30pm / 1 FEB 1968 / C” wavy line machine cancellation 

and he asserts that the labels are torn on all four sides and are not cut by machine, confirming that 
they are from the sheet printed issue and are not from a coil printing.  
 

 
 

The 1968 dummy maximum card... 
(Image courtesy Richard J West FRPSL) 

 

 
 

...and an enlargement of the label and postal marking area 
(Image courtesy Richard J West FRPSL) 
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Dummy Stamp Booklet Use 
A further use for these red dummy stamps was for creating mock-ups of a new five shilling stamp 
booklet, sometime prior to September 1968, but almost certainly during 1968. A collector possesses 
a dummy hand-made stamp booklet containing two panes of 6 x 1d and two panes of 6 x 4d of the 
red label, the 1d of which is shown below.  
    The album page write-up records: “The essay comprises a 6/- December 1967 Advertisers’ 
Voucher Copy (AVC) with four panes of “Scout” commemorative coil testing stamps marked 4d or 
1d as dummy booklet panes. The second 1d pane attached to the final interleaf has been unstuck.” 
 

 
 

A dummy 1d stamp pane of six labels – the largest multiple known. 
Note that the pane is actually one and a half labels wide and 

that the far right double-width label has been cut in half vertically. 
(Image courtesy Ian Harvey FRPSL) 
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THE STORY OF THE HINCKLEY PROOF -
The 197 1 Luxembourg Essay

Bradbury, Wilkinson EssayDie

Barrie Cross and I printed only 10 proofs in full public view on 8th May 1971,and of theseI have two of

them, and the remaining ones to 7 other members, the final one went of course to Bradbury, Wilkinson

and Company for their archives.

The printing of a Proof

In the window of one time haberdasheryshop, Barrie and I crouched down for 1 hour on Saturday8th

May 1971and printed the stamps. Peoplegatheredoutside and watched asI prepared the die with special
cleaningclothes and chemicals,inked the die with the specialblack recessprinting ink sent by Bradbury,

Wilkinson, and positioned a small squareof specialrepro paper on the face of it. Barrie turned the large

handle and then I peeled the printed proof from the die.

Perfect printing -

Each time we printed another proof the resultsgot evenbetter, and in all we only destroyedthe first two

copies,which though good were not perfect. We didn't want to sendanything to Bradbury, Wilkinson

that was not of the absolutehighest quality, aswe wanted to be able to keep the other 9 that were not

destroyedasthey had instructed us to do on grounds of inferior quality.

Forty or more yearson and I can confidently saythe project was and is still unique.

Above: I prepare the die for printing assistedby Barrie Cross.

The printing machine has since been donated to the Cockermouth Printing Museum
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The 197 1 Luxembourg Essay

The Bradbury, Wilkinson Letter
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THE STORY OF THE HINCKLEY PROOF -
The 1971 Luxembourg Essay

The Printed Proof
LUXEMBOURG STAMPS

Sometime after producing the Stamp Proofs it was thought that the Original Die was of an Essayproduced for

stamps of Luxembourg*. Apart from the Crown and other minor differences the Essay and the issued stamps are

pretty much the same. The detail in the engraving of the head of The Grand Duchess Charlotte is perfect and even

better than the issued stamps - * I have since learned that the die was engraved by Bradbury, \'(!ilkinson, and was

possibly a test piece made with the permission from The American Banknote Company, and was used extensively

for colour trials of 1953 Commonwealth Definitive Issues.

.HINCKLEY & DISTRTCT
rPHILATELrC SOCIETY
EXHIBlTlON OF STAMPS'
AND POSTAL HISTORY

. "

~;'
4.:
',;:",

~~'.

¥--;}
...• ---- •.. i,;

-~---j:~

••. "t"-.....•.

- 8 MAY 191\.

One of the two proofs I own of the original 10 that were printed.

Each proof sheetwasprinted 011 a \Vhite Chalk SurfacedReprographicPaper
They were stampedin blackwith the title

I-IINCKLEY & DISTRICT PI·llLHELIC SOCIETY EXHIBITION OF STL\1IPS
.-u"JDPOSTU- HISTORY

Each sheetwas dated - 8 i\L-\Y 1971



THE STORY OF THE HINCKLEY PROOF -
The 1971 Luxembourg Essay

The Printed Proof and the Bradbury, Wilkinson Letter

BRADI3URY. \VILKINSO
Ll:-llTEO.

De~x ~ • Wallace,

'fie thank you for yo letter of' the 20th April, together wit the
photograph of the old roving raacnf.ne you have puz-cha ed , This hotograph
is return d herewith •

• e now refer to your request for a recess pI ts (die) to cs 10 nad
from this company £or use at your display in -lay. In the ordinary way loIe
wo d not _ .t engr ving to leave this ccmpany as we a every jea ou of
our reputation trom a security point of view for all lates ~der own control.

However, us it is very evident from youc letter that it \wuld give ou
so much satisfaction to display your machine at your exhibition -n l-lay, we
have agreed to loan you the enclosed 'stamp" die with the proviso that prints
from the d:ie are not distributed to the pulilic, but ere destroyed when your
exhibition is over. There are two reasons fo this:

1. It could well be that some unsuspecting cember of the oublic is
prevailed upon to part '~th money for one of these prints.

2. It cculd well be that some of the prints you pull .~ll not be
up to the standard we would wish - and we would not wish our
n e to be associa ed in any way with poor prj.nts!

Also, we would ask you to insure the die for 1:20 against its
replaceme t value.

"Wesre sorry to impose t.~ese somewhat stringent conditions but we
are sure you will recognise the need for us to be careful with all the
security material in our char~e.

Ho doub~ you are aware ~haX the die has to be firot wiped all over
'I.Iith "ink" and then the surplus yrint-ing ink cleaned orf f"irst with a coarse
hess~an and then a soft cloth (samples of which are enclosed) leaving only
the ink in the recessed lines.

1,[e enclose also a mourrt into which the dig is placed otherwise the
pre sure 0 the roller dropp'ng off the edge of tbe die would cause damage
to both die and machine.

The pressure of your chine will press the proving paper into the
recess lines transfe=ing the ink to the paperand so giviog you the desired
print.

1,,'eviII be pleased if you \o'ill return the die to us, under reg).Gtered
post. when it has served your pti-~ose, and WC wish your display every success.

Yours sincerely,

I/tt~th~. 971

B••• Smale
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The Grand Duchess Charlotte stamps of 1926

SG245

Se Mauve

SG246

10c Olive

SG250

50c Red-Brown

SG251a

lOc Violet

SG252a

1Se Olive - Brown

TIle Grand Duchess Charlotte of Luxembourg

Printed Recessby TIle _\mercian Banknote Company

from dies engraved bv

Bradbury, Wilkinson and Company Limited
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Essay and Issued Stamp Comparison

THE LUXEMBOURG ESSAY AND SeVALUE - A COMPARISON

Sometime after producing theseStamp Proofs it becameobvious that the Original Die was of an Essayproduced

for stamps of Luxembourg in 1928 asa test piece only. TIle die was never used aspart of the 1926 issue. Apart

from the crown and other minor differences the Essayand the issued stamps are pretty much the same. The detail

in the engraving of the head of The Grand Duchess Charlotte is perfect and even better on the essay than the

issued stamps, a point that was also noted by Bradbury, \"X!ilkinsonthemselves.

To loan the actual printing die was something that no other group has ever done, but to privately print stamps from

it was, and still is quite unique.

CROWN
The crown on the issued stamp is larger than on the essay- made possible by the smaller head on the stamp.

VALUE TABLETS
On the stamp it is smaller than the areaallowed on the essay.

LEAVES
TIle leavesbetween the two are different in style and look.

TYPEFACE AND BORDER
The typeface and sizeused for the country of origin is quite different to that used on the stamp which is a non-serif

block shaded type whilst the essayhas a serif face similar to Bodoni.

The border ladder panels at the side arewider and more pronounced on the essay.

As for the overall engraving - the style of the essayis bolder with more contrast in the head,whilst the stamp has a

much softer look to it.
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Publicity after the event -

THIS BROCHURE ISA SPECIAL
LIMITED eOITlON OF 2'50 COPIES
DESlGNEO AND PRINTED BY M .. WALLACE

THIS CoPy No. ..•_ • _

Hinckley group print
-and destroy-stamps

A HINCKLEY PROOF

SPECIAL BOOKLET

On the only other occasion that a plate was made reproducing the Luxembourg Essay it was for a Special

Limited Edition Booklet to commemorate 131 years of the Postage Stamp. The plate was made by producing

a negative film from the original Stamp and Essay Proof. The film was then placed on an Anodised Aluminium

Lithography plate which was then subjected to strong light and the image area hardened with the light. The

offset plate was then inked and printed on Art Paper for the Booklet run of a limited 250 copies. Each copy

was numbered and given out at the Annual Stamp Fair of the Hinckley and District Philatelic Society. Only a

few copies now remain in my hands.

THE STAMP MAGAZINE ARTICLE
Soon after the event I contacted the Stamp Magazine who printed my own article exactly as produced in the

booklet, complete with photograph.

Above part of the original negative film of the Luxembourg Proof - TIle Litho Plateand subsequentprint -
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The Story Continues -

The Hinckley Proof

The story continues - The first two really good proofs from the pressare the onesin my own collection,

and differ only in that one of sheetsis smaller. As for the other 8 copies I do not know where any of them

arenow, except that following the return of the die and a singleproof to Bradbury, Wilkinson, the

company complimented me on the quality of the print.

I was once tempted to part with one of my copieswhen I offered it to the children's television programme

director Biddy Baxter, of Blue Peter, this was for charity auction for Children in Teed,tile offer was never

takenup.

As for the Hughes and Kimber printing pressthe machine was restored to its former glory after yearsof

being kept in piecesat my place of work, and not sinceI had renovated it in 1971had it looked so

splendid. It now residesin the Printing Museum at Cockermouth, following a brief spell in the foyer of the

printing firm of Jarvis Porter, now closed,and who took over from Ferry Pickering Printers Ltd.

I did contact Bradbury, Wilkinson somemonths after the event to try and find out about the reasonfor

the proof, and they had little information about it at the time. I have sincededucedthat the proof was

probably made not by Bradbury themselvesbut by their parent company at that time, the American

Banknote Company. The issuedstampswere subsequentlyprinted by the American Banknote Company,

though quite how the proofs cameto be here in Britain is still a mystery.

Bradbury, Wilkinson are alasno more, being swallowedup eventually into tile De la Rue organisation,

along with Harrison and SonsLimited.

Only on one other occasionwas the original die proof made into a printing plate, and that was a

Lithography Plate for a private printing of 250 copiesof a SpecialEdition Booklet commemorating 131

yearsof the PostageStamp- The Penny Black.

The Luxembourg Stamps

As for the issuedstampsthemselves,there are 27 in the Grand Duchess Charlotte issueof 1926. Two

valueswere printed in black, the 15c and the 1 franc, and the proof differs from the issuedstampsin a

number of ways. However the EssayProofs are far better quality prints than the issuedstamps.

I have never displayedthe complete story of the Luxembourg Essay,and only on a small number of

occasionshave I shown the proofs in public.

The event will never happen again,and I hope tile exhibition pagesdo justice to the story of this unique

event from all those yearsago.
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DETAILS FROM THE BRITISH EMPIRE CATALOGUE - LONDON 7th JULY 1987:-

BERMUDA - For the 1953Definitive Issue

Die printed in Olive-green, Red, Blue and Emerald

GRENADA - For frame colours for 1953Definitive Issue

Die printed in Brown, Deep Emerald, Sepia,Deep Violet and Reddish Purple.

MONTSERRAT - Fotr the .1953Definitive Issue

Die printed in Black, Grey-Black, Green, Orange-Brown and Chestnut.

NEW ZEALAND - For the 1953Definitive Issue

Die printed in Slate Green, Lake-Brown, Myrtle-Green, Dull Vermilion and Blue.

All of the above had a reserveprice of £200 each,and it is not known what they sold for or to whom.

I am grateful to Mr. J. Parsons for the information [seefull letter].
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The StampMagazineArticle and Letters

A Hinckley Proof

The towns(olk of Hieekley and Di5tricI,
Letccercrshirc, witnessed something very
unusual last May. Som:: 131 years ;:1(ler the
general rclcll$C of the Punuy Oluck they saw
a special dcmonstrulion of ehe prin:ing of a
stomp from Rn engr-wed ptere.

It 1111started With the dcrerminaticn of the
two Founders of the Society, ~1er\'in Wallace
(Secrerary) and Barr ie Cross (l'\rc.llivi!'t).

::::d ~~~~~~i(~.w,~~~;~c.!d~ntl~C!'rrt~C~~
all the pOlitaJ,tc 1II13ml> And bankncte printers
in Briu;in, in the ho~ Ihul one would sdi or
103n :I t ••.,,1 plate for no Olher reason than to
try OUI the machine. Then with JUSt oue
week Id! of the Society',. di$pla}' in the shcp
window of :I member, John Noon, :111seemed
lost and the machine SOttIn full view, forlorn,
in its atatc: oC disuse (or O\'C"I" 100 veers.
However; the course of local history WAS

changed when on 6 May a regisrered parcel
arrived from Dl"lldbury, ,VilkinM>n &- Co L:d.
New ~1aldC"n. Surrey. ececmpanied by a
Ierter from Mr E. R. Smale, who explained
that it was not at 1111 nomul (or ::J eecurtrv

~~~r;:i~gn el~~_"l~1" 10m~~~,1:;;~~o:;~~~~::
:such as the COStof the plate, the print obtlllt\ed
from the pl~te -lest its Q\lolity imply b<ld
cngl"ll"'ing not up to the: usual high st2nood of
the company in question.

And so it wal on certain conditions that
:\1r 'V.Hacc (printcr) and 1\1T CrOM (com-
positor) were able to gtve the public ::I rare
exhibition of printing black die proofs
obtainc.d b)' the masterpiecc of engraving, to
which local pr"" reports e.xcb,irned, 'Hinclde,,·
Society print su'mps and then destroy th~;.
Pcople who watched with interest ame into
the ShODand ~k •..-d i( Ihey could pun:hue thc

proofs, with ofTers of up to £5.00 per COP)',
(lnly 10 be told '\\'c arc: tcrriblv scrrv but we
.::lIre:not ne liberty to sdi them :a;'d the'), will :all
eventually have 10 be desrrcyed", E\'C:n
though the prooflobu.ined were perfecd)'
printed. ~Ie$srs \Vllllaee a.nd Cross seceded
to the letter l:uxomp:anying the material. and
ptare, even to the exeern of insurance for £200
to cover theft. Iou ordarruge.

To the Soci~t~ ', it w:a, on event so unique
that it will be talked abouI with a sort of
schoolboy excitement (or [t'Wn~' )'C2I'$; 1'0 the
public it was :I chance of a Ijferime to sec how
OO:ltagc stamps were printcd in the da)'$ of
.bete IJmndfutheB, and forDntdbury, Wilkin_
son & Company, it wns a tribute to an
extremely skilled craft in the world of printing
nnd phi1:nc1)'.

,1

~
'~,

i - -8I1AYl91\--:--..;:

Stamp Magazine printed my article in full in the October 1971edition and included the photograph of the

essay.

Rer: AB!EG.l!31·j G0Ji0J;;g/;9
(~ •LI.k Ho.," 0
o Dtnlf ••."'n Avenue C.oydu". ~

~ ~::::'::;Ol"."'" h
C'. A",,,,,1t,,re Crovdon t..-..:::::J

vlj@£~~22 July 1971

Dear Hr .• \;1allace,

Thank you for the interesting details, and
rnotograph about your printing activity on behalf
of the liinckley and Dis'trict Ph i.Lab eLd c Socd et.y ,
Congratulations on such a good publicity idea.

I should like to give further publicity to the
good cause by using your photogra~l and story
in the StampNagazine. t'ie have gone to press with
the AUbu~t i~sue, so your news would appear in
the September issuet out at the end of Augu~t.

you please clarify three points:
To ~hom do we give credit for the photograph.
\O'ill other philatelic magazines be
publishing this story before ...le do.
Have you a photoeraph of the impression
pulled from the press.

Yours sincerely,

pt' - Arthur Blair

~
LINK UOUSfi P,lllU.!CATIONS I.IMnnD.

10·12SOllTHo,eSCEI'lT. STORESTREET.LO:-:I.>ON.W.C.I~k~;:'ib:~~~~lltr~~I~ij

9 Sel'temb-r 1971

Dear-l·jr. ihllace 1

I am nov r~tl\rnin.: t.he ::-tN':1!, P'-~~;ly "'hie:} \'JC
shall be il1ustri\ti!1 ..•.in the October- St.aJ:Tl
Naza7..ine; t.oget.her- ·.,it.h the rhoto~f\!'h :'\nrl.
ne"!::; itp!!!.

1\ phot ogr-nph of your nb-...rn;1' essay is enc'LosaedHi th
cornplir.'lentr..

Arthur Rl-·,jr
J.:.o.itor
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The Letter from Mr. J. D. Parsons

82

The letter explaining the use the die was put to by Bradbury, Wilkinson and pictured three of the colour

proofs.

Dear Mervin

I thank you for your letter of the I I April and think you did very well to borrow a Die
from Bradbury Wilkinson. I remember a conversation with Harry Mcars, Head of
Stamp Printing whilst they still had 8 good share of the market in the 40's to the 60's,
Keeper of the Royal Collection. John Marricn said "Harry. r would love a die print of
the first Falklands Head Type. as submitted for the Surface Printing Contract in 1879
ex Griffiths for the Royal Collection".

Harry., "No chance I'm afraid". He never let on that he had the Die in his left hand
drawer of his desk at the time.

The BW Essay produced in 1928 was the last Dummy stamp specifically to show the
excellence of their work to prospective buyers. his nOI known ifBW sought or
required permission to print a design closely similar to the American Bank Note Co.
stamp printed in 1926. The only time the proofs were used was as colour sample
proofs for the new Elizabeth stamps of 1953. I have only seen four different countries
and the colour proofs were mostly low values.

Details from British Empire Catalogue London 7 July 19&7:-

2T (P) Bermuda (S) in olive-green (Ind.), in red (2d., additionally marked "Border")
in blue (4d. additionally marked "Iceland Blue"), in emerald (4-1I2d.)
and in brown )21-). Photo £200

ote: These proofs were prepared for the 1953 definitive issue.

3T (P) Grenada (S) in brown (lnc), in deep emerald (tc.), in sepia (2c.).
in deep violet (Se.) and in reddish purple (12e.) £200

Norec- These proofs were prepared for the frame colours of the 1953
definitive issue.

-1-

Contl ...

4T(P) Montserrat (5) in black (lc.), in grey-black (le. crossed through in pencil),
in green (zc.), in orange-brown (3c., dated "Feb. 11th 1953"), and in chestnut
(3c.,crossed through in pencil). £200

Note.- These proofs were prepared for the 1953 definitive issue.

5T(P) New Zealand (S) in slate green (112d., crossed through in pencil), io lake-
brown (I- Il2d., crossed though in printing ink), in myrtle-green (zd.,crossed
through in pencil), in dull vermilion (3d., crossed through in pencil) and in
blue (4d .. torn at lower right) . £200

Note; These proofs were prepared for the J 953 definitive issue.

Once colours had been agreed with the issuing country and or the Crown Agents, they
would be placed in a guard book and checked as a guide when subsequent printings
were made.

Notes in pencil were made tying each colour to a value in the new issue and this was
then cross indexed by number in Bradbury's records - only low values seem to have

jbeen printed in this respect.

1Yours sincerely

j-~
J o Parsons
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1967: Testing Labels for Type G SVM 
Glenn H Morgan FRPSL 
UPDATED VERSION 

  
This paper commences with background information text about Type G stamp vending machines 
(SVM‟s) taken from the History of Stamp Vending article by Graham Eyre and myself, as 
published in Cross Post, the magazine of the Friends of the British Postal Museum & Archive 
(BPMA), in 2007. There was no point in rewriting this aspect as it provides the full background 
story to what was in 1969 a new type of SVM. The balance of the article is based around 
research at the BPMA. Note that the term „FTPO‟ stands for „For Testing Purposes Only‟. 
 
 
Machine Background  
This SVM was designed by Elliott Automation to cater for a wide range of postage rates and was 
developed in readiness for decimal coinage, initially dispensing five multi-value stamps for one 
shilling (5p) and a unique facility was that the machines could (but never did) dispense 
commemorative stamp issues in coils. An order for 10,000 machines costing around £350,000 
was intended to be manufactured to replace roughly that number of the rapidly ageing earlier 
book and coil machines then in service. However, production difficulties and delivery delays 
resulted in a rethink, as the so-called D-Day (Decimalisation Day) was approaching and Type B4 
would become obsolete from that date. A plan to convert 2700 B4s to 1p working was therefore 
instituted. 
    The Type G SVM should have been a greater success (they were expected to last at least 20 
years), but it was shown that around half of the machine malfunctions were caused by petty 
vandalism, with even more problems caused by dampness in the equipment. The ravages of 
1970s inflation also resulted in the demise of a machine that the public never really took to 
because they disliked having to store the spare small value stamps that were invariably left over 
from the strip and they took a long while to come to terms with the novel method of needing to 
lift a large flap to effect a dispense. 
 
 
Machine Variants 
Type G1 1969 Mechanical, Coin-freed 1s Strip of 5 x coil stamps                 Associated Automation 
Dispensing stamps in strips of 2d, 2d, 3d, 1d and 4d, this arrangement cleverly gave any combination of any amount 
from one penny to one shilling and provided for easy separating into three divisions of 4d (2d and 2d, 3d and 1d, or 
4d) and two divisions of 5d (2d and 3d, or 1d and 4d). It accepted both 1s and 5p coins (which were the same size 
and weight as the pre-decimal coinage).  

Type G could be adjusted to dispense strips of 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 stamps and although only strips of five were 
nationally available, a machine at Cannon Street in London was once set to dispense three red Machin 4d stamps for 
a one shilling coin, possibly a unique situation. There were initially 22 pre-production-run Type G machines 
installed in August 1969, nine in London and the rest elsewhere in the UK, with the balance of the production 
version appearing over the next two years.  

............................................................................................. 
 
Type G2 1971 Mechanical, Coin-freed 5p Strip of 5 x coil stamps                Associated Automation  
A post-decimal version of Type G1, the Type G2 machine dispensed five multi-value stamps for 5p initially in strips 
of 2p, 1/2p, 1/2p, 1p and 1p. 6000 Type G1 machines were converted. (Whatever happened to the other 4000 that had 
been intended to exist before decimalisation? Presumably the production difficulties resulted in a smaller total 
order?) 

............................................................................................. 
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............................................................................................. 
 
Type G3 1975 Mechanical, Coin-freed 10p Strip of 5 x coil stamps              Associated Automation 
From 3 December 1975, the Type G2 was progressively converted to accept ten pence coins instead of five pence 
and to initially dispense five multi-value stamps in strips of 6p, 2p, 1p, 1/2p and 1/2p to cover the 81/2p (first class) 
and 61/2p (second class) basic postage rates for insertion of one coin. 

............................................................................................. 
 
 

 
Type G3 SVM 

(Image courtesy of Graham Eyre) 
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Testing Labels 
As with any new SVM, the Post Office and its manufacturer (Associated Automation) was keen 
to test the mechanism by using dummy testing labels that would closely resemble the issued 
stamp strip. The Post Office commissioned Harrison to produce rolls that would be sideways, or 
horizontal, delivery i.e. each stamp would be alongside its neighbour, rather than above or below 
it.  
    The initial order utilised blank, unprinted perforated label stock.  
 

 
 

Unprinted testing label strip 

 
Important: Second and subsequent orders were known internally only as “Test Roll, No. 2” 
(intended to denote horizontal delivery), but note that actual leader printing is understood 
to state that the rolls are “Test Roll, No. 1” (i.e. the term used for the previous vertical 
delivery labels). That said, I have only ever seen unprinted leaders, so a scan of a horizontal 
roll with printing on would be appreciated. 
 
    The labels reproduced the familiar FTPO design that came about after the green poached eggs. 
The original FTPO “Test Roll, No. 1” version contained vertical delivery stamps that were 
unsuitable for use with Type G.  
    An internal note dated 29 May (no year shown, but clearly 1969 based on the order of 
documents within the file), states: “Test rolls do not have perforated edges and are reeled inside 
out” (my italics).  
 

 
 

Straight-edged testing stamp strip 

 
        This is the first official mention of straight-edged testing labels, as initially discovered and 
recorded by me in the Dummy Stamps newsletter some time ago. An early June 1969 file note 
states: “Dummy Rolls – Those delivered by Harrison not acceptable”. It is little wonder, 
therefore, that so few straight-edged dummy stamps have ever surfaced, as most will have been 
destroyed when returned to Harrison for replacement, with just a few copies having escaped 
destruction. 
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    A memorandum of a meeting between the Post Office, Associated Automation and Harrison 
held on 27 August 1969 (the official launch date for Type G stamps/machines) records how 
making a suitable cylinder for the Swedish perforator “had been unsuccessful” and had “delayed 

delivery of the test rolls by three months. A second cylinder had been produced and Harrisons 
would now print and commence delivery of the test stamps (the colour of which would be 
green*) in two weeks (i.e. by 10 September).”  
*This colour has never been mentioned before and examples remain unrecorded. Could “green” 

be an error of hearing or misinterpretation of scribbled notes by the meeting secretary, who 
should have written “grey” in the Minutes?  
(Note: Since this article was first drafted, examples of a plain pale green all-over wash label in 
sheet format have been found in the files at BPMA, although none in a coil format appear to be 
known, nor are any preserved in the archives. These could be the type of label being referred to 
in the Minutes above. See an illustration in my 1970 Decimal Training Labels paper, where an 
example has been rubber stamped 3 1/2p to serve as a specimen design for a training label.)  
 

 
 

Fully perforated testing stamp strip attached to its unprinted leader 

 
    Eventually, the desired rolls were supplied to the required standard and specification with 
fully perforated labels and the following orders for Type G testing rolls have been traced. 
 

 
 

  Fully perforated test label with coil mend using perforated clear paper tape   
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Test Roll Orders in BPMA Files 
Blank unprinted paper stock 
 
 
POST 52/610 Local orders other than school specimens                                    1965-1968 
  The five sections in this file are all requests from the PMG [Postmaster General] for items  
  in connection with stamp production. They are coated PVA gummed stamp paper, dummy  
  rolls, unwatermarked paper, and paper gummed with Polyvinyl Alcohol Adhesive, and a  
  request to overprint with B3 phosphor lines various named sheets of stamps. 
 

 
Order / Date Quantity  Supplied to    Roll Cost   Order Value 
1.  October 1967 1,000 rolls  PO Supplies Dept   circa 2s5d (12p) each  £120 
 
C E Sharwood of Stamp Duty contacted the Supplies Department on 23 October 1967 to place an order for testing 
labels. Unusually, the order stated:  “...if at all possible unprinted. This would remove difficulties with regard to 
security. They are required by the Engineering Department (ED / PE 6 / 1).” 
 
On the 25 October 1967, the order was placed with Harrison for 1,000 rolls of 3,000 blank horizontal delivery 
labels. Stock was required by 9 November 1967 and was “to be made from unprinted Post Office coated, 

unwatermarked paper”.  The cores were to be ¾”, and the labels to be reeled with the gum on the outside. 
 
On 17 November 1967 Harrison delivered 120 “good” rolls to The Controller, Post Office Supplies Department. 
Three days later on the 20th, a further 240 rolls were received, with 250 more on the 23rd. This totals 610 rolls and 
details of the balance of 390 rolls are not recorded in the files. 
 
A delivery note from Harrison dated 21 December 1967 showed “900 panels of 100 set” waste, which was 
incinerated by the Post Office on 16 January 1968. 

............................................................................................. 
 
FTPO printed paper stock 
 
 
POST 52/590 Test Rolls for the Engineering department                          1968-1970 
  This is a correspondence file regarding the various tests of rolls, mostly 'G' rolls, for vending machines. 
 
Note: For those with an interest in the issued stamp strips, be aware that the file also contains much information about problems experienced with 
the phosphor reading (where a file note states: “as most [of the initial supplies] will probably go into stamp albums, it probably does not 
matter”!), loose reeling, bad cutting (and “untidy edges”) and core sizes, but this is outside of the scope. 
 
 
Order / Date Quantity  Supplied to    Roll Cost  Order Value 
1.  March 1968 1,000 rolls  PO Supplies Dept   circa 2/- (10p) each circa £100 
Imperforate top and bottom edges, with (unacceptable) wavy edges. Possibly replaced, either with fully perforated stamps, or with imperforate 
top/bottom edges. 
 
An internal memorandum dated 29 August 1968 stated: “....a modification to the prototype of the G type SVM now 

necessitates a change in the construction of the cores of the test rolls. The first 100 supplied are to be 1¾ inches 
diameter and of cardboard; the remaining 900 rolls are to be of plastic to the dimensions of a specimen and drawing 
supplied to Harrison.” The memo also talks about the “...Minute of 15 March 1968 concerning the purchase of 1000 
rolls of test stamps...” making it clear that no stock prior to this date had been received. 
 
100 initial rolls were supplied to PO Supplies on 23 September 1968, presumably of the cardboard core type. 
 
On 17 October, GE Haine of Harrison supplied “five dummy “G” type rolls for testing” to PO Supplies. Could this 
have been an early attempt at correcting a problem with the defective stock supplied? 
 
Supplies Division wrote in November 1968: “The latest information received from PMD/DD (Cutmore) is that the 
test rolls have proved to be unsatisfactory. The slitting of the rolls on the unperforated short side of the stamps has 
produced a wavy edge which causes the machine to jam.” There is nothing on file to indicate that these were 
replaced with acceptable stamps, but presumably had to have been. 

............................................................................................. 
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............................................................................................. 
 
Order / Date Quantity  Supplied to    Roll Cost  Order Value 
2.  April 1969 5,000 rolls   Associated Automation and Post Office circa 2/ each circa £500 
Imperforate top and bottom edges, with non- wavy edge. Still unacceptable. Replaced with fully perforated stamps. 
 
The order paperwork states: “The rolls...to be packed in units of 50. The boxes to be labelled “50 rolls – For Testing 
Purposes Only””. It also states that the testing stamps should be “left side first” delivery and in rolls of 3000 stamps. 
Delivery: Associated Automation - 300 rolls by 31 May 1969, 300 per month thereafter. Post Office – 100 per 
month from 1 July 1969. 
 
JM Veal wrote to a Miss Mantz on 1 April 1969: “As a matter of some urgency now PMD/DD2.2.1 require 35 large 
“G” Rolls for test purposes. They will have to be “live” rolls. Test rolls are also required for testing on the factory 

production line, and by our engineers in the field. DD2.2.1 estimate that 5,000 large rolls will suffice.” 
 
MJ Mantz wrote on 1 May to Mr R Sansom of PO Supplies: “For test purposes, PMD/PP1 would like the ends of 
the GL rolls to be “free wound” – as per specification – and have therefore asked us to arrange for those you hold to 
be re-reeled.” 
 
PO Contracts Division wrote on 5 May: “Since the first order was placed for this item [5,000 large rolls], the 
specification has been changed to provide “free tails” on the rolls instead of tails fixed to the core.” 
 
An internal note dated 3 June states that: “York phoned 29/5: Test rolls do not have perforated edges and are reeled 

inside out – looking into it.”   
 
JM Veal wrote a memo on 2 June responding: “Specimens of the first batch of dummy rolls produced by Harrison‟s 
have been examined. They have no side perforations and it seems they were not “produced” on the Swedish 

perforator. Mr Turner of DD2.2.1 says that they are unacceptable. The provision of dummy rolls will soon be as 
important as the provision of “live” rolls – without dummy rolls, bulk production of the machines will be held up. 
Mr Hutton is aware that we will need large supplies of the dummy rolls by the end of this month. (June 1969)” 
 
FR Murray of Purchasing and Supply advised RF York of Harrison in a letter dated 11 June: “We are returning 499 

test rolls since they have not been produced in accordance with the specifications which accompanied our letter of 
28 April 1969. It will be appreciated if these rolls could be replaced by good rolls.” 
 
On 19 June, an internal memo stated that: “...the test rolls that we have lately received...are acceptable”, while on 25 
June it is recorded that:  “...test rolls ...are ready with Supplies Birmingham. Please send 100 rolls per month to 

Associated Automation”. These are presumably the corrected version of the roll with full perforations. 

............................................................................................. 
 
Order / Date Quantity  Supplied to    Roll Cost  Order Value 
3. March 1970 20,000 rolls Associated Automation and regions 2/- each  £2,000 
Fully perforated and of acceptable quality. 
 
Delivery: “10,000 for the year 1970/71, 10,000 for the year 1971/72.  200 rolls per week to Associated Automation, 
which may be increased to 400 per week after 2/3 months. Other 10,000 rolls to be held at our depots in Bridgewater 
and Crayford.” Special instructions: “Now the rolls are rolled in such a way that gum portion is inside and printed 

portion showing outside. This has to be reversed.” 
 
On 11 March 1970, a Mr Subramanian of PHQ wrote to PO Supplies stating: “Test Roll No. 2: Now that the 

contractor manufacturing the Type G SVM has promised to increase the production rate, please send Associated 
Automation 200 rolls per week.” 
 
JT Brookes wrote to Brian Janes of Harrison on 7 April 1970: “If you will kindly examine the enclosed test rolls you 

will find that the spools have different internal diameters, the roll marked “X” has the correct size and fits the 

bobbin easily, whereas the other is undersized...” Mr Janes responded that: “...one of the cores is of no use at 
all...and comes from a different supplier, these have now been destroyed and there is no question of you receiving 
any more rolls with the suspect cores.” Associated Automation returned 100 rolls to PO Supplies on 8 April with a 
pre-printed rejection form. 

.............................................................................................  
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............................................................................................. 
 

Silicon Coated paper stock 
 
 
POST 52/1044 Gum Identification on Stamp Roll       1974-1977 
  This is a small correspondence file. There are samples of a Ben Johnson stamp, on the back of  
  which is a reminder that everyone's house now has a postcode. 
 

 
The question of dampness in stamp vending machines had been around for years and seemed never to go away. In 
fairness, it appears from the contents of this particular file that a lot of behind the scenes work was being undertaken 
in 1974 to highlight what stamps were currently in use and the adhesive that they used. It all really seemed to centre 
on the Type G coil machines and the stamps that they dispensed. The file records the proposed change of gum to 
PVA/Dextrin “but with no silicon coating” for Type G rolls – perhaps the view was that this would finally end the 
dampness problem.  It did not. 
 
This is the first mention of silicon coating on roll stamps traced in any of the appropriate files held by BPMA, but 
the use of silicon on issued coils is well known. A handwritten file note dated 10 May 1977 and initialled by an 
unidentifiable person goes into great length about the types of gum in order that a philatelic dealer customer 
complaint about lack of proper gum details on coil leaders could be responded to. This notes: “In 1972 the G Rolls 

in the machines were “blocking” in damp weather and, in an attempt to solve the problem, a silicon resin coating 
was put on the surface of the stamps. The leader bands were noted accordingly.”  
 
There appears to be nothing on file about the dummy silicon coated For Testing Purposes Only horizontal Type G 
dummy rolls. It is possible to purchase silicon spray for culinary purposes and it is just feasible that collectors / 
dealers created this particular variety and that it does not exist officially. A testing label leader is believed to remain 
unrecorded. It is understood that with an aerosol can it would be impossible not to affect the reverse of the labels 
and careful examination of any examples held may reveal the “forgery” or could substantiate the belief that a 
genuine version exists if it looks right. 

............................................................................................. 
 

Self-Adhesive paper stock 
 
 
POST 52/1044 Gum Identification on Stamp Roll       1974-1977 
  This is a small correspondence file. There are samples of a Ben Johnson stamp, on the back of  
  which is a reminder that everyone's house now has a postcode. 
 
 
In January 1974, the question of the unreliability of stamp vending machines was raised in a letter from John E 
Symonds, the Honorary Secretary to the Post Office Advisory Committee, Newcastle-under-Lyme and District 
branch to the Post Office Users National Council. “Would it not be feasible for the Post Office to investigate the 

possibility of producing stamps especially for the machines with a pressure-sensitive adhesive with the appropriate 
backing strip?” (The letter makes no mention as to whether he alluded to stamps in booklets, coils or both, but the 
Post Office when looking into providing an answer chose to assume that it was Type G machinery, possibly after 
consultation with the enquirer.) 
 
Mr Symonds letter was forwarded to the Managing Director‟s Office within the Post Office for a response, noting 

that a market research project into stamp vending facilities had been conducted in 1972 and asking whether self-
adhesive stamps had been considered at that time and what the conclusions were. Sadly, a reply from the MD is not 
held in the file, but there are a few loose examples of dummy self-adhesive stamps featuring Ben Johnson from, it 
appears, 1972, some with hole punching and with one of two types of advertising on the reverse. These are 
understood to have been produced by Walsall Security Printers, as a fellow enthusiast has these same labels in a 
sample stamp booklet known to have been printed by WSP.  
 
“P&SD” within the Supplies Division at Hemel Hempstead noted on 11 February 1974: “Apart from the obvious 

point that self-adhesive stamps with a peelable backing would be more expensive than the present stamps, we have 
no comments on the proposal.” There is nothing to indicate that anything further came of the self-adhesive idea at 
that time, but the problems with Type G machines continued until they were finally all removed. 

............................................................................................. 
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The Ben Johnson label, presumably prepared at  
the time of the anniversary of his death in 1972, with punch hole 

(Image courtesy BPMA) 
  

 
 

Two (grubby) types of reverse label advertising, one postal and one telephonic, with punch hole 
 (Image courtesy BPMA)  
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Thanks to a reader of DS, I can illustrate both sides of a quarter sheet  
(bottom right position) of the Ben Johnson labels. 
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Note how the labels depicted on this page include four adverts 
not shown on page 8 and that one advert above is not included below. 
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Other orders may have been placed for Type G testing rolls, but they are not recorded in the 
BPMA file consulted. I suspect that the Post Office probably had sufficient stocks for later use, 
as the demand for testing would have rapidly diminished after the initial production runs of the 
SVM had bedded down and it had become somewhat more operationally reliable. 
 
 

Collectable Variations of FTPO Roll Types 
Assuming that the above listing records all orders, and further assuming that all types have 
reached the collector market (except for the mystery green colour and with the doubt 
surrounding the silicon coated printing), several distinct printings probably exist, namely: 

............................................................................................. 
Order 1  Type 1a   1968  Imperforate top / bottom edges with wavy edges.  
     These are possibly not detectable in just a single strip. 

  ............................................................................... 
  Type 1b  1968 Replacement stock for Type 1a might (should) have been produced, but  
     is not mentioned in the BPMA file. 

............................................................................................. 
Order 2  Type 2a  1969 Imperforate top / bottom edges with non-wavy edges.  
     Possibly indistinguishable from Type 1a when viewed in a single strip? 

  ............................................................................... 
  Type 2b  1969 Fully perforated. Replacement stock for Type 2a.  

............................................................................................. 
Order 3  Type 3  1970 Fully perforated. Perhaps with distinct differences to Type 2b? 

............................................................................................. 
 
It will be worth collectors checking multiple copies held of the fully perforated stamps and 
leaders to ascertain whether there are any obvious differences between orders. For example, 
the leader paper may be different on Type 2b and Type 3, or the stamps may be attached to the 
leader “back to front” when viewed due to the instruction to reverse-reel the stamps. Reports 
of differences welcomed. 
 
 
Bibliography 
No specific articles solely relating to the Type G machine testing labels have been traced. 
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1970: Decimal Currency Training Labels  
Glenn H Morgan FRPSL 

 
 
The prospect of decimalisation in the United Kingdom, effective from 15 February 1971 while in 
the middle of a massive national postal strike, saw a need on the part of the Post Office to prepare 
its staff for the changeover by training them in the use of the new currency. 
     To assist in this effort, special internal training labels were produced in the values of 2p, 2 1/2 p, 
3p, 3 1/2p and 4p. Why these particular values only were chosen is not recorded, as twelve values 
appear to have been originally envisaged. 
 

 

         
 

Original pencil sketch and unadopted specimen design on pale green perforated paper 
with individually applied handstamp of the face value, purely as a mock-up 

(Images courtesy BPMA) 

 
 
 

       
 

   
 

The five values of issued training labels 
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Training Label Orders in BPMA Files 

 
 
POST 52/1028 Decimal Training Material (Part One)                1970 
  This file contains 'dummy' stamp items used for training in the new currency. There are delivery  
  notes, and lists of the districts where the supplies were sent to. 
 
POST 52/1029 Decimal Training Material (Part Two)                1970 
  Nearly the whole file contains printed sheets of coloured yellow paper filled in by hand with the names of  
  the Post Offices and the supply each had for training purposes. There are also some requisition sheets.  
  The list of towns is by region, then alphabetical by town, (in most cases). 
 
POST 52/1030 Decimal Training Material (Part Three)                       1970-1972 
  A small file of correspondence which covers the problems experienced in the supply of postal items for  
  training purposes. There are Delivery notes, lists of figures for stamps and cancelled Giro cheques. 
 
 
 
 
Order / Date Quantity   Supplied to     Order Value 
1.  March 1970 55,000 sheets of 200  Training Division and Decimalisation Officers  Not on file 
 
A file note dated 12 February 1970 confirmed that the values could be white or black “whatever is easiest” and that 

marginal sheet arrows were not required. The Post Office would also not be too concerned if the expected issued 
stamp colours changed before D-Day, making the training labels incorrectly coloured. The green specimens of the  
3 1/2p value (see above image) were produced by hand to indicate what the issued training labels might look like.  
 
An undated file note (probably March 1970) confirms thinking at that time. It shows that the face values were to be 
the five actually issued, that sheets were to be of 200 labels (“200 set, as for decimal stamps”) and that the paper 

used should be “coated, PVA gummed as for ordinary stamps so that they feel, fold and tear like the genuine item”. 
    The design was sketched on the file note (see above image) and stated “background tint of similar colour to actual 

decimal stamps. Value in black or solid colour of tint if it stands out well enough.  White gutters not necessary if it 
is easier to print without them. A rough commercial job will suffice.” Needless to say, Harrison did a much better 
job than that!  
    Quantities to be produced amounted to a massive 55,000 sheets of each value, with 5,000 sheets being delivered 
by 1 June 1970 to the Training Division at PHQ and the balance by 1 September for distribution to the 
Decimalisation Officer at each Head and District Office.   
 
A note from Supplies Division to Contracts Division dated 20 March 1970 indicated the reason why these training 
labels were really produced. It transpires that the decimal unified stamps would not be ready by the time that 
decimal training was due to commence.   

............................................................................................. 
 
 
Bibliography 
No specific articles about these training labels have been traced. Snippets abound, but add nothing 
new to the story. 
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Typical order for 210 sheets of each value of label, as requested by Grimsby 
(Image courtesy BPMA) 
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The 
BELGIAN POST OFFICE  

STAMP PRINTING WORKS 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The imagery in this document was taken at a Belgian Post Office “Opendeur” (Open Day) 
held on 5 April 1997. They were taken pre-digital age, so it was not possible to check the 

quality before they were developed back in the UK. One or two could be better! 
 

It is believed that all equipment located at the plant was photographed by me and I was the 
only visitor allowed to take a camera into the works. Permission had been granted by the 

Director, as I was an “honoured overseas guest” (the only one that year!).  
 
 
 
 

Glenn H Morgan 
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The external façade on what was a very wet day. 
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General plant views. 
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General plant views. 
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Two views of the WIFAG press. 
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Another view of the WIFAG press. 

 
 
 
 

 
A bromide proof of the 1991 stamp issued to  

commemorate the opening of BSPW. 
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The cylinder storage area. 
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A lithographic web (rotary) press (but see last page). 
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Equipment type unknown. 
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A lithographic web (rotary) press (but see last page). 
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A regular correspondent kindly updated the above information 
and posed a question in late 2008.  
 
He wrote: 
“The Mechelen plant has two Goebel photogravure + recess 
[intaglio] reel-fed presses, the WIFAG's are no longer in use. There 
were no offset-litho presses [neither reel-fed, nor sheet-fed] as the 
Director [Jan Wauters] had no plans to use offset-litho for stamp 
printing! "Over my dead body", he retired a few years ago though! 
The offset-litho printed Belgian stamps nowadays have been 
printed in Brussels by the Post Office Printing Works there and 
were finished off [perforations, etc.] in Mechelen. 
They used to have a small sheet-fed photogravure press and also 
a four-colour sheet-fed typography [letterpress] press called the 
Rotafolio. 
Since some eight years they do a lot of digital printing for the 
"personalised" stamps and the DuoStamps [Hallmark, Disney and 
other cartoons]. 
    So I wonder whether the lithographic presses you photographed 
are the Goebels?” 



 

 

 

Friends of BPMA 

FROGMORE PAPER MILL VISIT, APSLEY 

30 March 2009 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A photographic record by 

Glenn H Morgan 



Frogmore Mill 

Frogmore Mill has a long history, with a water mill 
first recorded on the site in the thirteenth century. As 
one of the mills in the Bulbourne and Gade valleys, 
Frogmore is bound up with the history of both the 
canal and paper-making. 

Frogmore Mill, once called Covent Mill, was in use for 
paper-making in 1774 when Edward Holmes was the 
occupier. He leased it from Thomas Tower for £100 
per annum and he was allowed to remove the flour 

milling equipment to make way for hand paper-
making. The Fourdrinier brothers took over the 
nearby Two Waters Mill in 1792, when it was 
described as "a house, water corn mill and paper 
mill".  

The growth in trade and general wealth of Britain at 
the time resulted in an increasing demand for paper 
and many mills in river valleys around cities of the 
industrial revolution, especially London, became 
involved in the paper industry. All paper was then 
made by hand, the papermaker dipping a mould into 
a vat of fibre and water, the water being drained off 

and the resulting sheet of paper pressed and left to 
dry. The process was slow, expensive in terms of 
labour, and the size of the sheet of paper limited to 
that of the hand held mould. 



The Fourdriniers 

...and the world's first paper-making machine 

The original concept of a continuous paper-making 
machine was the invention of a Frenchman, Nicholas 

Louis Robert. He worked at a paper mill near Paris 
and whilst there, developed his ideas for making a 
continuous sheet of paper by mechanical means. A 
French patent was registered by Robert in 1799 but 
he subsequently sold the patent and a model of his 
machine to his employer, Leger Didot.  

Didot did not find conditions in revolutionary France 
suitable for the development of the patent and he 
turned to England for help. He was related by 
marriage to an Englishman, John Gamble, who was at 
that time in Paris acting for the British government in 
prisoner of war exchanges. Gamble returned to 

England, registered the patent in London and was 
later joined by Didot with Robert's model machine.  

 

In London they obtained the financial support of 
Henry and Sealy Fourdrinier, brothers who were 

wholesale stationers of some substance. The 
Fourdriniers commissioned Bryan Donkin to develop 
Robert's model and the world's very first continuous 
paper-making machine was installed at Frogmore Mill 



in 1803. A second, much improved and larger 
machine was also installed at Frogmore the following 
year followed by a further machine at Two Waters 
Mill, a few hundred yards upstream. 

 

The cost of developing these machines and especially 
the many improvements that were made in 
subsequent years proved to be an enormous financial 
strain and, despite sales of machines to other 

papermakers, the Fourdrinier brothers were 
unfortunately declared bankrupt in 1810. It was 
estimated that by then the Fourdriniers had spent 
over £60,000 on developing the continuous paper-
making machine. Bryan Donkin continued to make 
machines which were sold subject to royalties 
payable to the Fourdriniers, but sadly it seems they 
received little of these. 

Nevertheless the technical developments in these 
early years proved to be a success and the 
continuous paper-making machine quickly spread 
throughout Britain and subsequently the world. A 
Parliamentary Select committee in 1837 

acknowledged the importance of the Fourdriniers' 
contribution to the paper industry and at least their 
name lives on in that the vast majority of the paper 
machines now in use throughout the world are still 
known as 'Fourdrinier' machines. 



The Visit 

 

 

The Letterpress Print Shop 



 

The Letterpress Print Shop 

Loose type set in a Forme 

 



 

The Letterpress Print Shop 

Loose type in a Forme –close-up 

 



 

Every Paper Mill had its own fire brigade due to the dangers of fire. This engine daates back to 1938. 

 

  



 

The Pilot Machine 1902 - details 



 

The Pilot Machine 1902 



 

Water entering the Mill from the river Gade. A water wheel will be affixed in late 2009. 

 

 



 

Paper for recycling entering the machine at the start of its journey to become new paper 



 

Paper for recycling entering the machine – different view 

 



 

The broken-down paper for recycling mixed with water after shredding  



 

The porridge-like substance close-up 

 



 

 

Stirring the mix 



 

Stirring the mix – another view 

 



 

Shredding the paper for recycling (process out of order!) 



 

 

The “porridge” drops down on to the Fourdrinier paper machine 



 

The Fourdrinier machine – full length view 



 

The paper being made passes between a felt and a steel cylinder 



 

It then passes through a series of steam drying cylinders 



 

A steam gauge checks the pressure 



 

The paper is now “calendered” by passing it over a steel cylinder to make it glossy – the more 

cylinders it passes over the glossier it becomes 



 

Another view at the end of the paper making machine 

 



 

Stock of used paper awaiting recycling 



 

White paper from schools for eventual recycling – and it all starts over again.... 
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1984: ‘Frama’ Stamps 
Glenn H Morgan FRPSL 

 
 
The story of the Frama stamp concept has been told many times, but details in the form of FAQs 
appear below Full information about the issued GB material is outside of the scope of this paper. 
 
A Frama FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) 
What are Frama postage stamps? 
The Universal Postal Union defines them in a postal regulation established at the UPU Congress 
in Hamburg, 1984, as: "Postage stamps that are printed by electronic stamp vending machines". 
They are not defined as labels! 
    "Frama" has become a generic word for all brands of computerised postage stamps that have 
followed, being the name of the company that pioneered them back in 1976, Frama AG of 
Switzerland.   
 
How do the stamps get dispensed? 
After inserting the necessary amount of money (coins, or pre-payment card option in the case of 
some machines abroad), the customer would receive a stamp, or stamps, in a covered hopper. 
 
What is the difference between Mark One and Mark Two stamps? 
Mark One machine stamp impressions comprise a background design and denomination that is 
directly and entirely printed in red ink onto a coil of water-activated security paper by the 
machine. Britain only ever issued this type of Frama stamp. However.... 
    A pre-printed full-colour design was achievable with Mark Two machines used in other 
countries thanks to a bar at the left and right vertical margins central to the stamp. "Reading" 
these bars enabled the registration of the design to the centrally printed denomination (making 
this the only stamp element printed on-site). 
    In both Marks, the stamps would automatically be cut into singles using an internal cutter that 
was not always straight, but could be ever so slightly V shaped.  
 
How do they differ from normal stamps? 
In most respects (denomination of value and country, symbol of the postal administration, etc.) 
the stamp corresponds to a conventional postage stamp. The UPU regulations require that they 
are cancelled by the Post Office, as they invariably bear no indication of place, are undated and 
may be used at any time after purchase. Some of the stamps bear a machine number, Post Office 
name or location number, especially during tests and introduction periods.  
 
What are engineering zero (00.00) test labels? 
When setting-up the machines for use, it was normal for engineers to press a button within the 
machine that would print a valueless label that shows that it is either ready for use or in need of 
further adjustment. These labels should have been discarded and not be made available to the 
public, so they are invariably difficult to obtain and are occasionally unknown in collectors' 
hands. They are not errors, despite dealer descriptions. 
 
Many countries have discontinued Frama's because computerised postal technology has advanced. 
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British Trial and Publicity Labels 

Trials and testing of Frama machines invariably involved the use of dummy rolls of paper (either 
unprinted or with a pre-printed design), and/or unique clichés (with/without text and imagery).  
These items rarely left the secure environment of the manufacturer or postal administration. 
    These labels (for they cannot be called stamps, as they were not for use on the mail) exist for 
the British trial, but are very hard to obtain. 
 
 

      
 

1984 British trial design labels printed on PVA Dextrin stamp paper, 
 minus Her Majesty the Queen's head at top right. 

Engineering zero value and 0.09p face value labels. 
(Both shown at 200% of life size. Note different heights of the labels) 

 
 
 
 

         
 

First label design was issued on 1 May 1984.  
Engineering zero value, plus white paper version that was left in the machine in error 

(Both shown at 200% of life size.) 
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National Postal Museum Design 
When the public machines were withdrawn from service, one was relocated to the National 
Postal Museum, where it served visitors until it finally broke-down irreparably. 

 

               
 

First use of National Postal Museum label design was on 6 May 1988. 
Not valid for use on mail items, serving only as a souvenir of visit. 

The zero value was given away in the 1988 Review of the NPM publication. 
The 0.01 is printed in a black/red mix, while the 0.03 value is all red ink 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The model of Frama machine used in Britain 
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The design of the Frama stamps was based on the Post a Book scheme labels,  
which was also used on the Letter Cassette offer, both in a 1st class pre-printed design (shown here at 200%). 

 
 
 
BPMA Files 
 
Any relevant material that may exist comes under the thirty year rule, so was unavailable at the time of compiling this paper in 2010. 
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1989: Greetings Coil for Sunday Times Postcard Offer 
Glenn H Morgan FRPSL 

 
 
In February 1989 The Sunday Times magazine gave away pre-stamped Valentine postcards 
provided by the Post Office to promote the new concept of Greetings stamp books. Although 
these did not use testing labels on the cards, the leaders are understood to have comprised blank 
unprinted stamps, so they have a relevance to the story of the use of dummy stamps.  
 
The Cupid stamp came from a special web printing, disposing of the other unwanted booklet 
designs and labels as this was cheaper than making a unique cylinder just for the Cupid design. 
Vertical perforations were therefore guillotined by Harrison as a part of the creation of the rolls, 
while horizontal perforations were torn when the stamps were affixed to each card.  
 
This production method meant that, perhaps for the first time in Britain, a coil was produced where 
none are understood to be in collectors’ hands, as they were not made available for sale as mint 
strips or as complete rolls. As mentioned, it is believed that blank unprinted labels formed the 
leaders for the (unknown number of) rolls, but these have not been seen and may not have survived. 
 
If any reader can supply a scan of the advertisement page from the magazine it would be 
appreciated and it will be added to a revised version of this paper in due course. 

 

 
 

The first Greetings stamp book showing the Cupid stamp design 
 

 
 

The Cupid design with vertically guillotined edges and torn horizontal edges 
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          ^ 

Face of postcard. Note vertical rouletting at left that enabled the card to be neatly removed from advert page  
without being spoilt by the glue line used to affix the card to the advert page 

 
 

 
                ^ 

Reverse of card showing the coil version of the Cupid booklet stamp pre-affixed. 
Glue residue to right of rouletting indicates where the card was stuck to the magazine page 
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BPMA Files 

 
Any relevant material that may exist comes under the thirty year rule, so was unavailable at the time of compiling this paper in 2010. 
 

 
 
Bibliography 
No specific articles about this promotion have been traced. Snippets exist, but they either add 
nothing new to the story, or may have helped to act as verification for information already known. 
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Harrison & Sons Ltd 
A Timeline from King George II to King George VI 

 
This document serves as a record of Harrison and Sons Ltd. and its stamp production through to 
the end of the reign of King George VI. It first appeared in draft form in Dummy Stamps issue 
11 and is updated here. Further input is welcomed, as the story will never fully be told. 
 
1727  HM King George II Becomes Monarch. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 
1750  The House of Harrison established in Warwick Lane, London EC. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 
1756  Printers of “The London Gazette”. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 
1760  HM King George III Becomes Monarch. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 
1820  HM King George IV Becomes Monarch. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 
1825  Private Press Established at the Foreign Office. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 
1830  HM King William IV Becomes Monarch. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 
1837  HM Queen Victoria Becomes Monarch. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 
1856  Private Press Established at the War Office. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 
1867  Appointed “Printers in Ordinary to HM Queen Victoria”. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 
1870  Press Established at Scotland Yard Police Headquarters. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
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1881  Great Britain: Telegraph Forms Postal Stationery Contract Won. 
 

 
 

Harrison had produced telegraph forms bearing an imprinted stamp through the 1880s, but these 
fall outside of the scope of most philatelists’ collections.  
 

      
 
The forms had been printed at the St Martin’s Lane, London factory depicted in the image above. 
The stained glass window depicted the Hare-Rye-Sun rebus. 

………………………………………………………….… 
 
1892  Advertisement for Printing Capabilities. 
 

 
 

Harrison was clearly a commercial printer at this stage, as there is no mention of security 
printing being provided as one of their services. 

………………………………………………………….… 
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1901  HM King Edward VII Becomes Monarch. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 
1901  Appointed “Printers in Ordinary to HM King Edward VII”.  
……………………………………….…………………… 
 
1907  Temporary Press Established at Windsor Castle on the Occasion of the 
   Visit of European Monarchs. 

……………………………………….…………………… 
 
1910  HM King George V Becomes Monarch. 
The reign of George V was a key period for testing and development, after which business 
settled down with Harrison largely using the photogravure production process* right through to 
their demise in 1997. Stamps are depicted at a standard % width per image, with only one value 
from each issue being shown. 
 
* As would be expected, Harrison retained intaglio, letterpress, screen and lithographic printing capabilities, but 
these were used relatively infrequently for stamp production in the post-1934 period, with notable exceptions. 
 

      
(left) The Harrison & Sons, London script watermark.  

(right) Part of the dandy roll used to produce the above watermark 

……………………………………….…………………… 
 
1910  Appointed “Printers and Booksellers to HM King George V”. 

……………………………………….…………………… 
 
1910  Great Britain: Definitive Stamps Contract Won to Print by Letterpress. 
 

 
 

Harrison was invited to tender for the new contract by the GPO, presumably as they were a 
major British government print supplier that had been printing early stamp booklet covers and 
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telegram forms. Either way, they took the business from DLR, who had held it for sixty years, so 
this was a leap of faith, but saved the GPO £45,000 each year on its printing bill. 
 
Sir Thomas De La Rue died several months after allocation of the contract to Harrison directly as 
a result of losing the contract, a loss that he had never got over believing that DLR had a “God 

given right” to the contract never even considering that another printer might be capable of 
producing the stamps! 
 

  
1910 report from the London Philatelist regarding Harrison winning the stamp contract. 

 
 
On 18 October 1910, the Daily Telegraph newspaper quoted the following: 

“Mr. Cecil Harrison of the firm Harrison and Sons, Government printers, who recently 

secured the contract for printing of the stamps for His Majesty’s Government, has stated 

that he expected that they would be ready for publication in May next. The new stamps 
would be practically the same colour as those of King Edward, but of a somewhat different 
design. The Mint authorities had the matter in hand, but the actual design had not yet been 
decided upon. When finished it would be submitted to His Majesty for approval, and then, 
in the New Year, plates would be engraved and a number of series printed off and 
circulated privately. 
 
“The question of the design of the stamps will be given the most careful consideration by 

King George, who takes a great personal interest in the matter, and who, as it is well 
known, is a great authority on Philately.” 

…………………………………….……………………… 
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1910  Hayes Factory Opened. 
 

 
 
Harrison needed more space, so purchased a site at Hayes in Middlesex to concentrate on the 
newly acquired major contract to print low value definitives for Great Britain by letterpress. 

……………………………….…………………………… 
 
1911  A Question in The House. 
A question had been asked in the House of Commons in March 1911 about who the new supplier 
of postage and fiscal stamps was. URL http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1911/mar/13/postage-and-

fiscal-stamps-new-contractors appears to contain the first mention of stamps having been created by 
Harrison before the British issue of 1911, which were always assumed to be the first postage 
stamps produced by this company. It reads: 
 

Postage and Fiscal Stamps (New Contractors) 
HC Deb*, 13 March 1911, Volume 22 cc1872-3  
(* meaning = “House of Commons Debate”) 
 
Mr. TOUCHE asked the Secretary to the Treasury if he will state who are the new 
contractors for the supply of adhesive postage and fiscal stamps; what trade or 
business has heretofore been carried on by them; whether they have had any 
experience in the manufacture of stamps, and, if so, in what direction; and whether the 
Postmaster-General is satisfied that the wants of the public will be duly met in the 
course of the current year under the new contract, and what safeguards have been 
taken to insure continuous and adequate supplies to that end? 
 
Mr. ILLINGWORTH Messrs. Harrison and Sons are the new contractors for the supply 
of adhesive postage stamps. The fiscal stamps and certain denominations of the 
postage will be manufactured at Somerset House. The firm in question are the well-
known Government printers, and they have previously manufactured stamps for one of 
the small Colonies*. 

 
* As no records of the stamps allegedly “manufactured for one of the small colonies” have been found when looking through the 

major stamp catalogues and contemporary philatelic magazines, readers are invited to confirm either way if they can. Maybe 
Mr. Illingworth decided not to admit to the House that Harrison was new to stamp printing for fear of difficult MP questioning. 

 
The Postmaster General, Herbert Samuel, later states in HC Deb 28 June 1911 Vol. 27 cc420-1 
“I agree that there is room for improvement in printing the penny stamp - an improvement which 
I hope will be secured with more experience on the part of the contractors who have undertaken 
this work for the first time**, and who have been working under great pressure.” So, it is 

reasonable to assume that the PMG knew the true situation, i.e. that Harrison and Sons had not 
previously printed postage stamps.    (** your compiler’s emboldened italics.) 

…………………………………….……………………… 

http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1911/mar/13/postage-and-fiscal-stamps-new-contractors
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1911/mar/13/postage-and-fiscal-stamps-new-contractors
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1911   Great Britain: Definitive Stamps by Letterpress. 
 

 
 
Harrison first produced stamps with the late King Edward VII’s effigy, rather than that of King 
George V, for a full two and a half years due to delays in agreeing new designs and other reasons 
such as running out of the watermarked paper, neither of which was the fault of Harrison.  
 
These stamps were produced at the Hayes printing works. 

…………………………………….……………………… 
 
1914  Bavaria:  
 

 
 
The first photogravure stamp was issued by Bavaria. Harrison had NO involvement as they were 
printed by Bruckmann of Munich However, this was an important development in stamp 
production that would later be influential in the success and dominance by Harrison. Bruckmann 
utilised a screened photogravure cell structure for the Bavarian stamps, while the 1923 Harrison 
stamps for Egypt utilised a grained cell structure comprising a random array of cells. 

…………………………………….……………………… 
 
1914-1918 Confidential Printers to the Admiralty, War Office and Foreign Office. 

………………………………………….………………… 
 
1914  Great Britain: Postage Due Labels by Letterpress. 
 

 
 
After trials with Somerset House printings, four initial values were later produced by Harrison 
for the newly introduced scheme of using labels to indicate that postage due had been paid to the 
GPO. The scheme started on Monday 20 April 1914. 

……………………………………….…………………… 
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1920  Egypt: Definitive Stamps by Letterpress. 
 

 
 
Harrison won the contract from DLR to print postage, service and postage due stamps for Egypt, 
following a competitive tender process. DLR was ordered by the Egyptian authorities to hand 
over the master dies to Harrison to enable them to make new plates and thus enable further 
stocks of the existing designs to be made. These stamps were printed at the Hayes factory on a 
newly commissioned watermarked paper comprising a triple crescent and star, uniquely for use 
by Egypt and helping to identify Harrison printings. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 
1921-22  Egypt: Postage Due Labels by Letterpress. 
 

 
 
A series of six postage due labels was issued – the first since the previous century.  

………………………………………………….………… 
 
1921  Great Britain: National Savings Stamp by Photogravure. 
 

 
 
The 6d National Savings stamp contract was won from Waterlow following a success tender 
process. These were the first GB ‘stamps’ by the photogravure process by Harrison and were 
printed at the Hayes factory. It is suspected that they were printed on the press recorded below 
for Egypt. 
 
Waterlow had beaten Harrison in the use of photogravure by producing by this method War 
Savings stamps in July 1918. It is also understood that they had produced clandestine forgeries 
of the Bavarian 1914 photogravure stamps during the Great War for the British government.  
 
After this war, all British security printers possessed photogravure printing capabilities, but 
many were slow to use it for stamp production purposes. 

…………………………………………….……………… 
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1922  Ireland Provisional Government: Definitive Overprints by Letterpress. 
 

 
Coil stamp for use in Ireland  
as overprinted by Harrison 

 
Various values of British stamps were overprinted ‘Rialtas Sealadac na héireann 1922’ 

(Provisional Government of Ireland 1922), in five lines of text.  
 
These were made-up into coils (rolls) by Harrison for use in stamp vending and affixing 
machines, as the local printers used for the sheet-printed stamps could not undertake the 
overprinting. 

………………………………………………….………… 
 
1922  Egypt: Additional Definitive Stamp Value by Letterpress. 
 

 
 
New postal rates necessitated a 15m value, so a statue of Ramases II design was produced by 
Harrison, which unfortunately bore an incorrect Arabic inscription. A corrected printing was 
produced and the incorrect stamp stock was later overprinted locally with a crown and Arabic 
text and put in general circulation. Some stock was also overprinted locally ‘OHEMS’ for use as 

Official stamps. 

………………………………………………….………… 
 
1923  Egypt: Definitive Stamps by Photogravure. 
 

 
 
A tender saw several British printers quote and supply proofs in a variety of printing processes 
for designs depicting the King of Egypt, Fuad I. The new stamps were to have been printed by 
intaglio initially, but Egypt later favoured the photogravure proofs that had been submitted by 
Harrison for design approval purposes only. The rest is history! 
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They were printed at the Hayes factory using a ‘Johannisberg BT.1’ German-made press. The 
‘BT’ stands for ‘Bogentiefdruck’ and denotes flatbed feed of cut sheets. However….. Harrison 

sub-contracted some of the work to a company in the Netherlands known as NRM (see 
Netherlands entry, below). This was, to quote Kehr in his work 20th Century Stamps of Egypt 
(1942, Kalamazoo USA), because “Harrison was not equipped to produce roto-engraved (i.e. 
photogravure) stamps in such a quantity as was needed and ordered by Egypt. It required nearly 
eighteen months of experimentation to overcome the technical difficulties before satisfactory 
results were achieved”. It would appear that it was the 5m, the 20m to 200m and the £E1 values 
that were the Dutch printings. 
 
The plates were produced by uniformly dusting the plate with a fine bitumen or resin powder. 
This resists the etch when the plate is etched after transferring the image to it, so producing an 
irregular cell structure. 
  
Photogravure stamp booklets were also produced as a part of this contract, which probably 
makes these the first British-printed photogravure stamp booklets. (Egypt was an early adopter 
of stamps in booklets.) 
 
From 1925, Egypt printed its stamps locally in Cairo at The Survey Department of Egypt, so 
Harrison was destined to have no further involvement in the production of stamps for this 
country, except in 1926 when they won the contract to print one last issue (see below). 

…………………………………………………………… 
 
1923   Great Britain: Definitive Stamps Contract Lost to Waterlow. 
 

 
A Harrison printed stamp overprinted “RECEIVED WITH / THANKS.” 

 and “FOR / WATERLOW & SONS” and used on a receipt. 
 
The contract for British low value definitives was lost to Waterlow for a decade solely, it would 
appear, on price rather than quality.  
  
During this era, Harrison focused on developing its photogravure techniques and capabilities, 
having set-up a subsidiary company, Collogravure Ltd, to maximize the potential of this “new” 

process.  

…………………………………………………………… 
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1923  The Netherlands: NRMs Involvement in Harrison Photogravure Stamp 
   Production. 
 

 
 
Collogravure Ltd worked in close co-operation with the Dutch firm of Nederlandse Rotogravure 
Maatschappij (NRM*) of Leiden, drawing “on the finest continental experience of the time”.  
  
This saw Harrison staff being trained by NRM staff in the skills required to print postage stamps 
by photogravure and also how to make the all-important printing cylinders. 
 
* NRM had been formed in 1913 as publishers and printers. Their first magazine contract, Panorama, was printed 
on a German photogravure press and they soon developed the skills needed to utilise photogravure. They were a 
pioneer in the field of several chromotype techniques and developed over the years twenty printing machines.  

…………………………………………………………… 
 
1924 Peru: Battle of Ayacucho Centenary Commemorative Stamp by Photogravure. 
 

 
 
The 4c and 5c values of this set were produced by Harrison, while the rest were printed at 
Waterlow and De La Rue.  
 
Three printers being used for one commemorative stamp issue is quite unusual (but certainly not 
unique and a Papua New Guinea issue springs to mind). 

…………………………………………….……………… 
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1926 Egypt: King’s Birthday Commemorative Stamp by Photogravure. 
 

 
 
The King of Egypt’s Birthday single stamp issue was, perhaps surprisingly, given to Harrison to 

print. Maybe The Survey Department of Egypt did not have the capacity at that time to produce 
this commemorative issue. 
…………………….……………………………………… 
 
1927  Palestine British Mandate: Definitive Stamps by Letterpress. 
 

 
 
Printed at the Hayes factory, these 14 letterpress designs featured typical views and buildings of 
the Mandate.  Around 400 copies exist with SPECIMEN as either overprints or perfins, plus 
some further supplies were overprinted for sample use by Harrison (c.$500 each). Caveat: 
forgeries exist of the Harrison sample overprint.  
 
An experimental printing of the 7m value exists with a ‘HARRISON & SONS LTD., Stamp 
Printers, LONDON’ imprint in bottom margin. Only one strip is known, plus a pair with part 
imprint.  

………………………….………………………………… 
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1928  Gold Coast: Definitive Stamps by Photogravure. 
 

 
 
The second issue to be printed by Harrison using photogravure was for the Gold Coast (now 
Ghana).  
 
A set of 10 definitives was issued depicting Christiansborg Castle, with the four higher values 
being bi-coloured. This was something that Britain never utilised until around three decades 
later. This delay was probably due to the vast volume of stamps needed in the UK. 
 
(Some values of?) the Gold Coast stamps exist with Harrison sample overprints. Printed at Hayes 
factory using a “Johannisberg BT.9” German-made press. This was the first issue printed by 
Harrison as part of a Crown Agents contract – the start of a long association. 

…………………………….……………………………… 
 
1930  Peru: Definitive Stamp Overprints by Photogravure. 
 

 
 
The 1924-1929 Fall of Leguia Government 10 cent value was overprinted 2c or 4c in 1930 by 
photogravure with a crest design by Harrison.  

…………………………….……………………………… 
 
1930/1  Peru: Definitive Stamps by Photogravure. 
 

 
 
Six of the values from the 1924-1929 pictorial “Portraits and Monuments” issue that had 
originally been printed intaglio, were printed by Harrison using the same designs but by 
photogravure. The background was redrawn and now appeared plain instead of a lined.  
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(The illustration is not of the Harrison printing, which your compiler has yet to track down.) 

…………………….……………………………………… 
 
1932  Peru: Postage Due Labels by Photogravure. 
 

 
 
A pair of postage due labels was printed by Harrison using their now customary 15x14 
perforation. The 2c and 10c values reproduced an earlier production by another printer, but 
redrawn with a plain instead of lined background to them. 

……………………….…………………………………… 
 
1932  Columbia: Natural Resources Commemorative Stamps Mystery.  
 

 
This is NOT a Harrison  

stamp printing!! 
 
It is recorded in a contemporary philatelic magazine article about Harrison that they printed 
stamps for Columbia by photogravure during 1932.  
 
However, the only issue in this era by this printing process depicts cattle, petroleum, bananas, 
emeralds (see image alongside), gold or coffee and all are bi-coloured stamps. The Stanley 
Gibbons stamp catalogue for 1937 states that they were printed by the Government Printing 
Works in Germany, so any Harrison involvement with Columbia remains a mystery. Can anyone 
help?  
 
Possibly Harrison sub-contracted the work, but it seems highly improbable that they would have 
chosen a German printing company, especially when they had an earlier association with the 
Dutch photogravure printing firm of NRM. 

……………………….…………………………………… 
 
1933  Quotation about the Photogravure Printing Process. 
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In August 1933, Mr. B. Guy Harrison stated in an article that appeared in Stamp Collecting 
Weekly [GB]: “The photogravure process may ultimately become fairly general”. Little did he 
know at the time… 

………………………….………………………………… 
 
1933  Maldive Islands: Definitive Stamps by Photogravure. 
 

 
 
The third issue to be printed by Harrison using photogravure was for the Maldive Islands. A set 
of nine definitives was issued, utilising the 1909 design previously printed by DLR in intaglio. 
Yet another contract to have been taken away from DLR by Harrison.  
 
Depicts a ‘Minaret of Juma Mosque, near Male’ design. Not ideally suited to photogravure as it 

failed to benefit from the tonal range possible.  
 
This set was the first postage stamp issue anywhere to be printed on Harrison & Sons, London script 
watermarked paper. 

…………………….……………………………………… 
 
1933   Great Britain: Definitive Stamps Contract Taken from Waterlow and  
   a Change of Process to Photogravure from Letterpress. 
 

 
 

By 1933, a decision by the GPO to move to photogravure printing had been agreed at postal 
headquarters.  
 
The contract for the British low value definitives was won back from Waterlow and Sons by 
Harrison following a competitive tender that was to be effective from the 1st January 1934. 

……………………….…………………………………… 
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1933   High Wycombe Factory Opened. 
 

 
 
Harrison needed more space, so purchased the High Wycombe site to concentrate on their newly 
re-acquired major contract to print low value definitives for Britain by the photogravure process.  
This plant became known locally as “The Stamp Factory” and remained in use until their demise. 

…………………….……………………………………… 
 
1934   Ecuador: Compulsory Tax Stamps by Photogravure. 
 

 
 
A pair of “Compulsory Tax” stamps in aid of the rebuilding fund for the GPO Guayaquil Post 

Office was printed on the Harrison & Sons, London script watermarked paper, perforated 15x14. 

…………………….……………………………………… 
 
1934  Great Britain: First British Definitive Stamps by Photogravure. 
 

           
A Wedgwood dish was commissioned by Harrison to commemorate 50 years of [photogravure] stamp printing in 1984.  

   
The first British photogravure postage stamp was the brown penny-ha’penny value that was 

issued on 20 August 1934. The remainder of the set followed over a period, including the 
halfpenny illustrated above. The stamps were described at the time as being “enchantingly 

beautiful” in a British philatelic magazine. 

…………………….……………………………………… 
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1935  Great Britain: Silver Jubilee Commemorative Stamps by Photogravure. 
 

      
 
The Silver Jubilee of His Majesty King George V saw Harrison print their first commemorative 
set of stamps for Great Britain in Post Office counter sheets and in stamp booklets. 
 
These stamps may never have seen the light of day if a fire at the premises had really taken hold. 

……………………….…………………………………… 
 
1936  HM King Edward VIII Becomes Monarch. 

……………………………………………….…………… 
 
1936  HM King George VI Becomes Monarch. 
 

      
Two sample cards promoting their printing abilities. 

…………………………………………….……………… 
 
1936-1997 Harrison: Supremacy in Photogravure Production. 
 

 
A lead seal used on consignments of stamps delivered 

to Harrison customers around the world. 
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Harrison maintained its supremacy in photogravure stamp production for dozens of countries 
around the world for around six more decades but this ceased when De La Rue took them over 
and eliminated the brand forever shortly afterwards. 
 
It is generally accepted that Harrison had become a thorn in DLR’s side because they had 
managed to take from them around five percent of the world’s banknote production in quite a 

short space of time. “Don’t get mad, get even” seems to have been the policy of DLR and, while 
your compiler accepts that there can be no sentiment in business, it saddens many collectors that 
the name of Harrison and Sons no longer graces the new stamp issue listing pages of magazines.  

……………………….…………………………………… 
 

and finally... 
In 1914 The House of Harrison was published by the company. Within its pages was much 
information about the company from its early beginnings through to the date of publication. The 
section on postage stamps is reproduced below, being out of copyright. It provides a fascinating 
insight into the true background to the early stamps.  

 

POSTAGE STAMPS  
On the accession of King George V. the Post Office and Inland Revenue decided on a new 
departure in the method of supplying stamps for the Post Office and invited a selected 
number of firms of printers to tender, and the offer of Harrison and Sons was accepted.  
 
Previous to this, for some thirty years the supply of stamps had been in the hands of one firm, 
and it was recognized that there were so many technical specialities in the production that it 
would be unlikely any other contractor could be found competent to undertake it.  
 
The consumption of postage stamps in this country is more than a million for every hour of 
daylight throughout the year. When in addition to the technical difficulties alluded to above 
the large plant required for this enormous output was considered and also the short time 
available for preparations, the task to be faced by a new contractor appeared well-nigh 
appalling. A suitable site had to be found, a large factory built or adapted and equipped with 
machinery the best and most powerful of its class, all of which had to be specially made, and 
some of which had to be designed, experimented upon, and perfected. A staff of some 
hundreds of workpeople had to be organized and trained to their duties, and the whole 
effectively dovetailed together as a going concern within a period of six months.  
 
The opinion was freely expressed in the trade that it was impossible for any printer without 
special experience and plant constructed for stamp printing to undertake the work, and the 
Department are said to have wavered for a moment before accepting the tender of a firm new 
to this particular line of business and to have sought the opinion of the Government official 
most competent to advise on such matters. We are told that the expert's advice was given in 
the following somewhat terse and epigrammatic form —  
"If Harrisons say they can do it, they can do it, and they will do it."  
 
It hardly becomes us to say much about such a statement, but it seems to bear out the 
principle poetically expressed in the following lines: 

"Little or great is man, 
Great if he will, or if he will A pigmy still; 

For what he will, he can." 
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And so the contract was completed and the Firm entered upon the most arduous undertaking 
which it has been our province to record in these pages.  
 
A disused factory was acquired at Hayes and adapted for the purpose in view. The adaptation, 
as it turned out, involved little less than rebuilding. A rapid tour was made through several of 
the European Capitals for the purpose of seeing the best methods of stamp manufacture in use 
abroad. Machinery was purchased in England where practicable, but, alas, in some cases it 
was found impossible to obtain within the requisite time suitable machinery in this country 
and the assistance of foreign engineers had to be obtained. The factory was equipped ready to 
start work within the first few weeks of 1911, at which time the designs for the new issue of 
King George stamps and the requisite printing plates were not yet issued from His Majesty's 
Mint, so that the new factory commenced with a reprint of the familiar issues of King Edward 
and some hundred millions of these stamps were passed into circulation before the public 
noticed any change.  
 
When at length the Georgian issues appeared they were subjected to very severe and varied 
criticism, not only in regard to the portrait of the King and other points in the artist's design, 
but also in respect of the execution by the printers; a number of faults were found, some of 
which may have rested upon a solid basis of fact, but others were evolved purely out of the 
imagination of the critics. The Government were also subjected for some time to a desultory 
fire of criticism from the back benches in the House of Commons, where a rumour had got 
abroad that the change of contractors had been effected by the Liberal Government for 
political motives. This attack died down when the fact came to light that the contract had 
been placed by the permanent officials of the Government on sound economical grounds and 
entirely irrespective of Party considerations; but there emerged from the general volume of 
criticism a consensus of opinion that the portrait of His Majesty was an uncomplimentary and 
inartistic one and that the technique of the engraving was such that it did not lend itself for 
reproduction by the processes used for the English stamps.  
 
The Royal Mint accordingly started on the preparation of a new series of stamps in which the 
portraits, as well as the borders, were designed by Mr. Bertram Mackennal, and the first of 
these issues appeared in the autumn of 1912. About this time a body of philatelists, from 
whom some of the loudest criticism had arisen, were holding a Congress and Exhibition in 
London and as a side show proposed to produce at the Exhibition a stamp "ideal in design 
and workmanship." A very large number of designs were obtained in competition from all 
parts of the Kingdom and submitted to the choice of a committee of experts. When the 
selected design appeared it was found to consist of a representation of His Majesty's head 
almost identical with the design of Mr. Mackennal on the official stamps just issued, being, in 
point of fact, a printed reproduction of the same artist's work as used in the coinage.  
 
The new issues, which have now passed into general circulation, have been much admired 
and are considered by competent judges to be equal to any stamps the country has had since it 
became necessary to abandon the old methods of obtaining impressions from an engraved 
plate in favour of the more wholesale process of surface printing.  
 
Altogether the bold venture of the Inland Revenue may be pronounced a decided success and 
another instance may be added to the record of cases in which the firm of Harrison and Sons 
has worked successfully in co-operation with a Public Department of the Government.  
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Winkler Fallert & Co., AG 
A Supplement to DS27                    Quarter 4, 2012 

 

A Stamp Printing Press Installation Chronology  
and Dummy Stamps Listing 

 
In 1904 the Swiss company Winkler Fallert & Co., AG (WIFAG) was founded and in 1945 it produced its first rotary stamp printing press for the Swiss PTT. By the 
late 1970s, WIFAG was concentrating on newspaper presses and had ceased to install any further stamp printing presses. The listing shown on the following pages 
records all known press installations and is based on collector research and a WIFAG salesman’s record sheet.  
 
The dummy stamps were used as a part of the press commissioning process and it is understood that these would have first been printed in Switzerland at WIFAG 
prior to dismantling and shipping the press to the purchaser. It is also thought that the plates used in Switzerland were sent to the purchaser (probably with colour 
progressive sheets) to enable testing to be undertaken on site in an attempt at getting the printer to replicate the quality of the printing undertaken at WIFAG.  
 
As with any research effort, it has tended to be a “work in progress” over a long period of time as new discoveries of research literature and philatelic material help 
better tell the story. So, if anyone can share their knowledge by adding to, or correcting, information and perhaps add to the imagery recorded on the following 
pages, then this would be much appreciated. Contact can be made by emailing the compiler, Glenn Morgan, at aouh40@hotmail.com   
 
Other makes of press (especially Goebel, Chambon, Heidelberg and Stickney) will often have been used by the printers listed before and / or after WIFAG presses 
were in vogue, but these are outside of the scope of this paper.  
 
 

KEY:  The letter I = Intaglio (recess, steel engraving, line engraving), L = Letterpress (typography, surface printing) and P = Photogravure (gravure). Where a letter is repeated under 
the Press heading (say, IPPP) it signifies that the press had more than one of that type of printing unit in its configuration, thus enabling more than one colour to be printed in a 
single pass by the same printing process. IPPP would therefore indicate that the press had one intaglio and three photogravure printing units installed. Be aware that a press could 
print a particular dummy stamp in a different configuration (as noted under Units). This would mean that not all of the capability of the press might be in use (say, PPP only, 
thereby not utilising the intaglio element of the press in the example here).  

mailto:aouh40@hotmail.com
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

      
    Bank of Finland Stamp Printing Works, 1954.                           Belgian Stamp Printing Works, taken by compiler in 1997. 

 

      
    Swiss Stamp Printing Works, 2000.          Czech Stamp Printing Works, as dismantled, 2005.   
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WIFAG (WINKLER FALLERT & Co. AG), SWITZERLAND  
Rotary stamp printing presses manufactured 1945-c1978. Founded 1904. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

      
 

Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
IPPP  1956   I  Flowers and butterflies inside frame-line.    .   56 XII 10 56 XII 17 
       A full sheet was on sale at the time of compilation of this list with an estimated price of £250. 
       Sheet comprises: 10 rows x 10 dummy stamps.  
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 

                
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
IPPP  1960/61   IPPP  Butterfly on leaf and WIFAG name.*         27 V 60  12 X 61  20 X 61 
       Sheet comprises: 5 rows x 6 dummy stamps. 
 
* A generic dummy stamp known to have been used in one or more of the print plants of purchasers of WIFAG presses .Sheets were seen by your compiler on his visit to the Belgian stamp printing works in Mechelin in 1997,  
 by way of an example.  
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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1945  ~  SWITZERLAND 
Press used 1945-1984 by Wertzeichendruckerei PTT (PTT Stamp Printing Works). Founded 1930. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                                    
 

                              
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
I (SSR-2)  1945   I  Cross and ball in elaborate design.         14 VI 45  -4 IX 45  11 IX 45 12 IX 45
       Sheet comprises: 10 rows x 5 dummy stamps.       -3 VII 50  13 IX 52  11 XI 57  12 XI 57 
       Designer and engraver was Karl Bickel.       11 XI 57 12 XI 57  -4 II 64 11 VIII 82 
       Other colours may well exist of this design.       14 III 83 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

    
                         Photostat of imperf die proof. 
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
I (SSR-2)  1956  I  Cross and swirls in elaborate design.         56 XII 17  58 III 4  65 XI 18  65 XII 18 
       Sheet comprises: 10? rows x 10? dummy stamps. This dummy stamp matches the WIFAG butterfly and flowers   
       design size-wise, so it is assumed that it has the same sheet composition. Other colours may well exist of this design. 
       Designer: and engraver: Albert Yersin.  
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
I (SSR-2)  1956    I  Fishes x3 designs se-tenant. Various combinations.      Full sheets of SSR-2 printing not seen.  
       Sheet comprises: 10 rows x 5 dummy stamps      No date on the margins. 
       Designer and engraver was Karl Bickel. 
Identifying the SSR-2 printing is not simple without dates on the margin as this design was used on more than one printing press, including the SSR-1 Goebel machine installed previously and still in use in 1956.  
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                
 

                
                                       Main design source is                                       Original full 
                    Michelangelo’s David.                           sized David. 
   
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
I (SSR-2)  1966  I  David, Aztec calendar, ‘SPECI’ and ‘010’ (the so-called ‘small David’ design).      15 II 66  16 II 66 
       Sheet comprises: 10 rows x 5 dummy stamps. 
       The designer was Hans E Gaudard of the Swiss PTT. (The letters at left [H G C S A ] stand for his initials and job title (Chief Section A). 
This dummy stamp is a ‘cut-down’ version of the original design that had the full spelling of the word SPECIME and other differences, as shown above right. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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1949  ~  SWEDEN 
Press used 1949-1964 by PFA Stamp Printing Works. Founded 1920. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                 
Imperforate vertical outer edges. 

 

           
Imperforate inner vertical edges. 

 

           
Imperforate horizontal edges.  

 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
I   1949  I   Woman’s head (Ariel from the Tempest?) and ‘1937 / S/ STOCKHOLM / SVERIGE / E’ wording.  Full sheets not seen  
       The ‘S’ and the ‘E’ stand for Sven Ewart, the engraver of the dummy stamp.      (or even applicable?). 
 
These dummy stamps were destined for coils and booklets, so a counter sheet format is not known by your compiler. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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1950s   ~  MEXICO 
Press used 1950s-____ by Talleres de Impresión de Estampillas y Valores [TIEV] (Stamp Printing Works). Founded 1875. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

               
The god Tlaloc. 

 

            
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
IP   1950s  IP  PRUEBA wording and Tlaloc, the god of rain and wetness with fish, shell and seaweed.   Full sheets seen. No date on the margins. 
       Not a sea monster, as has been recorded in some magazines and auction lots.   
       Sheet comprises: 5 rows x 5 dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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1950s  ~  RUSSIA (USSR) 
Press used 1950s-____ by GOZNAK (State Printing House). Founded 1818. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

            
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
IPPP  1950s  IPPP  Ussurian tiger and NOYMA CCCP wording.         Full sheets seen but scan too poor to read.  
       Often wrongly sold as an essay for the 1970s tiger stamp.  
       Sheet comprises: 10 rows x 5 dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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1950  ~  BELGIUM 
Press used 1950-1978 by Algemene Werkplaats van het Zagel (Stamp Printing Office). Founded by 1849. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 

           
 
 

 
Likely design source for dummy stamp.   
This portrait shows Queen Louise-Marie  

wearing her trademark hurluberlu coiffure. 
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
I   1950  I  Louise-Marie of Orleans name and engraving, 1812-1850, plus engraver’s name of L Janssens.    Full sheets not seen. 
       Sheet comprises: _ rows x _ dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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1951  ~  BRAZIL 
Presses used 1951-____ by Casa da Moeda do Brasil (Brazilian State Mint). Founded 1694. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                
 

 
Design source was Brazilian flag. 

 
Press  Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
1) IPPP  1951  IPP  Globe, BRASIL and 1951 with elaborate frame.        Full sheets seen. No date on the margins. 
       Sheet comprises: 10 rows x 5 dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
2) IPPP  1951  PPP  Globe, BRASIL and 1951 with elaborate frame.        Full sheets seen. No date on the margins. 
       Sheet comprises: 10 rows x 5 dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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1951  ~  CZECHOSLOVAKIA  
Press used 1951-1978 by TUS.* Founded 1951. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                
 

 
Jan Mráček, master engraver. 

 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
IP (WIFAG I)  1951  IP  Flower bouquet with ‘Československo’ and ‘K Slovinský  – J Mráček’ (designer and engraver) wording. Full sheets not seen. 
       Sheet comprises: _ rows x _ dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
* Technická ústředna spojů (Technical Exchange of Postal and Telecommunication Services) then known as Poštovní Tiskárna Cenin Praha A.S. (Postal Printing House of Securities) from 1992. 
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1952  ~  POLAND 
Press used 1952-1978 by Panstwowa Wytwórnia Papierów Wartósciowych SA [PWPW] (Polish Security Printing Works). Founded 1919. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 

      
                     Removed “35Gr” face value is still visible.            Design source. 
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
ILP   1951  I  Frederick  Engels, ‘PWPW’ and ‘B Brandt’ (engraver) wording.     Full sheets not seen. 
       The face value of the stamp (35Gr) has been poorly removed from the top right of the die. 
       Sheet comprises: _ rows x _ dummy stamps. 
 
Brandt had created this die during his training as an engraver and the die was still in the archives of PWPW. When WIFAG requested a design for testing before shipping the press, this seemed ideal, so the hardened die was 
transferred to a soft steel and the country name POLSKA and face value were filed off. After tempering, the modified design was then transferred back to a hardened steel and shipped to WIFAG in Switzerland 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 
ILP   1951  IL  Frederick  Engels and addition of SPECIMEN wording.      Full sheets not seen. 
       The face value of the stamp (35) has been poorly removed from the top right of the die, as above. 
       Sheet comprises: As above printing without SPECIMEN. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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1954  ~  FINLAND 
Press used 1954-1990 by Suomen Pankin (Bank of Finland Security Printing House). Founded 1885. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                          
The issued stamp equivalent is at far right. 

 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
IL   1954  I  Lion rampant and ‘SP/sp’ lettering and ‘Suomi / Finland’ wording.     Full sheets not seen. 
       Designed by Ms Hammarston-Jannson. Sheet comprises: _ rows x _ dummy stamps. 
IL   1954  IL  Lion rampant, ‘SP/sp’ lettering and ‘Suomi / Finland’ wording and letterpress frame line.   Full sheets not seen. 
       Designed by Ms Hammarston-Jannson.  
       Sheet comprises: _ rows x _ dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                                                      
Unusually, the dummy stamp was used as the design source for the issued stamp. (right) 

  
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
IL   1954  I  Statesman Johan Snellman statue without text. Designed by Ms Hammarston-Jannson.   Full sheets not seen. 
       Sheet comprises: _ rows x _ dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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1956  ~  BELGIUM 
Press used 1956-1997min* by Algemene Werkplaats van het Zagel (Stamp Printing Office). Founded by 1849. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
IPPPP  1956  IPP  Female head, BELGICA** and 1956 wording within elaborate frame design.    Full sheets not seen. 
       Sheet comprises: _ rows x _ dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
*  Seen in-situ at stamp printing works by the compiler of this listing on a private visit to the works that year. 
**  BELGICA is the name of several Belgian stamp exhibitions, but there was NO such exhibition in 1956. 
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1956  ~  BRAZIL 
Press used 1956-____ by Casa da Moeda do Brasil (Brazilian State Mint). Founded 1694. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

           
 

 
Diamond area on dummy stamp  

taken from Brazilian flag. 
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
I   1956  I  ‘BRASIL / PROVA 1956’ wording plus cactus, block of flats and motto from flag.   Full sheets not seen. 
       Sheet comprises: _ rows x _ dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

      
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
I   1956  I  Globe from flag. No date or BRASIL wording. Similar to earlier press installation of 1951.   Full sheets not seen. 
       Sheet comprises: 10 rows x 5 dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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1959  ~  CHINA (PRC) 
Presses used 1959-2003 by Beijing Stamp Factory, now Beijing Security Printers. Founded 1959. 
 

On 6 May 1952, the People’s Republic of China and Czechoslovakia signed cultural, postal services, telecommunications, science and technology co-operation 
agreements in the Chinese capital. The stamp plant construction project started on 15 November 1956, and was formally put into production in 1959. On 1 July 
that year, Chairman Zhu De went to visit. Czechoslovakian printing engineers from the state printing works had visited the factory and helped set everything up for 
the Chinese.  
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                 
             Dummy stamp.            Chairman Zhu De’s visit.                        Design source. 

 
Press    Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
1) PPPP  1959  PPPP  Extract from Yongle Palace mural showing woman in traditional costume with legend as to four-colour  Full sheets not seen 
       printing specimen.  
       Sheet comprises: _ rows x _ dummy stamps. 
       A single copy was on sale at the time of compilation of this list with a fixed price of £963.. 
 
The dummy stamp design was probably chosen as 1959 saw the relocation of the murals following the resiting of the actual Yongle Palace due to the construction of a reservoir.  
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Presses   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description   
2) IPP  1959  IPP  No intaglio or combination dummy stamps known by the compiler of this listing. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Presses   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description   
3) I   1959  I  No intaglio dummy stamps known by the compiler of this listing. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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1959  ~  EGYPT (UAR) 
Presses used 1959-1971(minimum) by Postal Printing Authority Press. Founded 1959. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

               
 

           
 

                     
 

  
Design source was issued stamp.  
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Presses   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
Press 1) PPP   1959  P  ‘UNITED ARAB STATES / PRINTING EXPERIMENT / UAR’ text also in Arabic, plus olive branch and  flags 29 VI 59 18 X 60 15 X 61  22 X 61
       of Egypt and the Yemen. Watermarked paper.      10 I 62 
       Sheet comprises: 10 rows x 5dummy stamps. 
 

      
 
     PP  The purple colour has been seen with a black cross hair in margin in addition to the purple cross hair, 
        implying a second colour, but this does not appear on the dummy stamp.  
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

                     
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
Press 1) PPP  1960s  PPP  Flowers bouquet without text.        Full sheets not seen. 
       Sheet comprises: 5? rows x 5? dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Presses   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
Press 1) PPP  1962  P  Child Education. School child at desk with Arabic text reading “Experiment without value”.  26 III 62  21 V 62  
       Wavy lines watermark.  
       Sheet comprises: 5? rows x 5? dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Press es  Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
Press 1) PPP  1963  P  ‘UAR/ KIMA FACTORY AT ASWAN’ wording also in Arabic.      22 VI 63  22 VI 71 
       Sheet comprises: 5 rows x 7 dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Presses   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
Press 1) PPP  1969  PPP  Animals. 1969 imprint  printed in margin.       31 III 69 
       Said by some to be simply tourist publicity labels with no dummy stamp connection.  
       Sheet comprises: 5 rows x 3 dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Presses   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
Press 1) PPP  1969  PPP  Birds. 1969 imprint  printed in margin.         Full sheets seen. No date on the margins. 
       Said by some to be simply tourist publicity labels with no dummy stamp connection.  
       Sheet comprises: 5 rows x 3 dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

      
 

Presses   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
Press 1) PPP  1969  PPP  Tourist sights. 1969 imprint printed in margin.        Full sheets seen. No date on the margins 
       Said by some to be simply tourist publicity labels with no dummy stamp connection.  
       Sheet comprises: 5 rows x 3 dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 
Presses  Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
Pres 1) PPP  1970  P  Mosaic face with Arabic text in reverse reading “Experiment without value”. Unwatermarked paper.  Full sheets not seen. 
       Sheet comprises: _ rows x _ dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Presses   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
Press 1) PPP  1980s  PPP  President Moubarek. No text.        Full sheets not seen. 
       Sheet comprises: _ rows x _ dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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1961  ~  RUSSIA (USSR) 
Press used 1961-___ by GOZNAK (State Printing House). Founded 1818. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                     
 

  
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
PPP   1961  PPP  Ussurian Tiger and NOYMA CCCP wording.       9 V 60 27 V 60 23 V 60 
       As 1950s design but intaglio portion of design (the brown colour) replaced by photogravure equivalent. 
       Often wrongly sold as an essay for the 1970s tiger stamp.  
       Sheet comprises: 10 rows x 5 dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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1966  ~  CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
Press used 1966-2005 by TUS / PTC.* Founded 1951. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                         
 

      
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
IPPP (WIFAG II)  1966  IPPP  Mailcoach travelling across Charles Bridge in Prague with wording ‘TUS PRAHA / ZKOUSKA TISKU’  6 IV 66  9 III 67 
       The first issued stamps from WIFAG II were four depicting Slovak fauna issued 25 September 1967 . 
       Sheet comprises: 10? rows x 5? dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                
Design source is at far right. 

 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
IPPP (WIFAG II)  1966  I  ‘ALOIS JIRASEK / 1851-1930 / ZKOUSKA TISKU – TUS’ wording and his portrait. Engraved by Jan Mráček. 6 IV 66 
       Sheet comprises: _ rows x _ dummy stamps.  
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
IPPP (WIFAG II)  1966  P  Karlštejn Castle.         Full sheets not seen. 
       Sheet comprises: _ rows x _ dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
IPPP (WIFAG II)  1966  P  Vysok é Tatry (The High Tatras).        Full sheets not seen. 
       Sheet comprises: _ rows x _ dummy stamps. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

     [Soldier]                    [City Scene] 
Full Sheet; [Soldier]; Apples & Wine Glass; Playing Card; Bird; [City Scene]. 

 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
IPPP (WIFAG II)  1968  IP(P?)(P?)  Colour scale test set of five designs, namely:  a) Soldier; b) Apples & Wine glass; c) Playing Card; d) Bird;  Unseen date recorded as 10 XII 68. 
       e) City Scene. Alongside each dummy stamp at far right of sheet were grey-black images of varying 
       intensity (caused by varying the cell depth). 
       Sheet comprises: 5 rows x 5 of five se-tenant dummy stamp designs, with colour scale in right margin. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
* Technická ústředna spojů (Technical Exchange of Postal and Telecommunication Services) then known as Poštovní Tiskárna Cenin Praha A.S. (Postal Printing House of Securities) from 1992. 
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1966  ~  SWITZERLAND 
Press used 1966-1993 by Wertzeichendruckerei PTT (PTT Stamp Printing Works). Founded 1930. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                     
 

                     
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
IPP (SSR-3)  1966  IPP  Village & mountains.           19 IV 66  25 IV 66 26 IV 66 29 IV 66
       Full sheets of progs were on sale at the time of list compilation with an estimated price of £93 per sheet. 4 V 66 11 V 66  29 IV 66  4 V 66 
       Sheet comprises: 10 rows x 5 dummy stamps.         
       Designer: Hugo Wetli. Engraver: Heinrich Heusser. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                          
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
IPP (SSR-3)  1967  IPP  Electric locomotive.          4 I 67  13 IV 67   9 V 67 17 V 67 
       Sheet comprises: 10 rows x 5 dummy stamps.      18 VII 67  24 VIII 67  19 IX 67  25 I 68 
       Designer: Hugo Wetli. Engraver: Albert Yersin. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
IPP (SSR-3)  1975  IPP  Village pastoral scene .          23 V 75 
       Sheet comprises: 5 rows x 5 dummy stamps. Progressives exist, but not seen. 
       Designer: Karl Tanner. Engraver: Pierre Schopfer.  
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
IPP (SSR-3)  1980  IPP  PTT Jubilee 1930/1980 Miniature Sheet.       No date on the margins of this MS. 
       Designer: Ursula Huber-Bavier. Engraver: Karl Bickel (Junior) 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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1978  ~  CZECHOSLOVAKIA  
Press used 1978-____ by TUS / PTC.* Founded 1951. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

      
 
Press   Year  Units  Dummy Stamp Design Description       Marginal Print Date(s) 
IPPPP (WIFAG III) 1978  IPPPP  25 years of TUS Praha. Logo, circuit board, colour dots and text.     Full sheet seen, but scan too poor to read. 
       Sheet comprises: 10 rows x 5 dummy stamps.      Thought to have been introduced in 1978. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
* Technická ústředna spojů (Technical Exchange of Postal and Telecommunication Services) then known as Poštovní Tiskárna Cenin Praha A.S. (Postal Printing House of Securities) from 1992. 
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Abram Games  and his 1956 photogravure stamp  design course  - 2015  - Page 3 
© Glenn H Morgan FRPSL and, where indicated, The Estate of Abram Games or Dan Reisinger. 

Introduction 
 
There is possibly no stamp design created specifically for photogravure 
reproduction that extols the tonal qualities of the printing process better than 
this dummy stamp.  
 
It was produced by renowned graphic designer Abram Games in 1956 in 
preparation for teaching students and artists employed by the Israel Post Office 
how to maximise the potential of the process during an 18 lesson, six week 
design course.  
 
There is a relevance to British philatelists in that initial sketches, artwork, 
proofing and cylinder making were all undertaken in the United Kingdom, 
while those collectors of the stamps of Israel will be interested because the 
printing was executed in that country by the Government Printer.  

 
Glenn Morgan, October 2015 
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1. Background to the Test Stamp 
 
The story of this important  dummy stamp was told by Naomi Games, daughter of Abram, at 
a British Postal Museum & Archive lecture in September 2015.... 
 
 

"The Israeli Ministry of Posts issued its first stamps in 1948 and they 
were printed by photolithography.  In 1953 the Israeli Government 
Printer installed its first photogravure printing machine, but it soon 
realised that the process demanded a different approach to stamp 
design when creating original drawings for monochromatic 
photogravure stamps.  
 
In 1956, three years later, Abram was asked by the Ministry of Posts 
to conduct a six week course  teaching 21 young designers and 
students how to produce stamps. His brief  stated that he was to 
prepare a stamp in London to its final stage. The design had to invoke 
production and efficiency and had to take into account the subtleties 
of photogravure printing. The text on all Israeli stamps had to be in 
Hebrew, English and Arabic, and that posed quite a few problems.     
 
Abram supervised the proofing of the stamp in London and he 
travelled on an empty cargo boat on its return trip to Israel from 
Harwich docks. He had with him the heavy printing cylinder, 
drawings and essays.  
 
He taught the students to redraw the stamp stage-by-stage. Abram 
said: "I prepared the rough sketch based on the head of a Kibbutznik 
(i.e. a person who lives on a Kibbutz, or collective farm) and he wore 
a Tembel (a cotton hat)".   
 
The Israeli authorities were not happy with the design because they 
stated that he was wearing a German military helmet. In truth, there is 
a similarity, albeit not Abram's intention, although I think that secretly 
my father rather enjoyed these sort of problems!  
 
 
 

           
 

Spot the difference.... or similarity.  
Kibbutznik cotton hat. (left), Test Stamp (central), German metal helmet (right). 
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Abram deliberately incorporated the words 'TEST STAMP'  in order 
to establish its true purpose beyond any doubt. Its tonal range and 
detail extended over as wide a range as possible to best suit the 
photogravure process, calling for the most exacting process work. Not 
only was it to be a test for the designers, but also for the printers.   
 
Rumours circulated that this Test Stamp was a submitted design that 
had been rejected, but this was not the case." 

 
 
The above extract from Naomi's talk, as used in this paper with her kind permission, properly 
sets the scene for this dummy stamp, but also highlighted a need to seek answers from her to 
three important questions.... 
 
Q.  What company undertook the proofing exercise? 
A.  They were proofed by Chambon in London under AG's supervision.   
 
Q.  What company produced the photogravure printing cylinder? 
A.  The cylinder was also produced by Chambon in London.   
 
Q.  Is the original brief from the Israeli Post Office still in existence? 
A. Yes, a copy of a briefing letter sent to Abram by Moshe Hesky, Israel Philatelic 
 Services, is held in The Estate of Abram Games. 
 
Unbeknown to your author at the time of initially starting to compile this paper, the answers 
to these questions, along with lots of other useful information and imagery, is contained in 
the book The Running Stag (see Further reading), which Naomi brought to your author's 
attention.   
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2. The Brief from the Israel Post Office 
 
The briefing letter sent to Abram by Moshe Hesky, Israel Philatelic Services as held in the 
Estate of Abram Games...  
 
 

"You are requested to prepare a dummy stamp according to your own 
choice, the cylinder for which will be prepared by Messrs. Chambon 
in London under your supervision. 
 
Starting with 3 April, 1956, you will lecture to a number of Israel 
graphic artists, including three or four gifted students of Bezalel, 
Jerusalem, and two or three employees of Israel Government Printer, 
on the technique of preparing  the models for photogravure work, 
especially postage stamps. The participants will have to re-draw the 
dummy stamp , which will then be executed and printed by the 
Government Printer's workshop under your guidance. 
 
Lectures will be given twice or three times weekly, as necessary, and 
will last for about six weeks.  
 
The necessary materials will be bought by the Government Printer 
through the good offices of Messrs. Samuel Jones, of London.  
 
The above is the outline of the programme, which I hope conforms 
with your own suggestions. I should like to make the following 
remarks to some of the above paragraphs: 
 
We discussed the question of whether a real stamp should be executed 
or a dummy stamp. We came to the conclusion that the prolonged 
procedure as to receiving the confirmation of the real stamp would 
endanger the project, as we understand you wish to arrive in Israel by 
25 March in order to spend the Passover holidays here and prepare 
the lectures. Please be good enough to let me have a rough of the 
intended dummy stamp.  
 
I suggest that the stamp, in addition to the usual contents (Israel in 
three alphabets and three-figure denomination) should have some 
additional text , as matters of text are especially troublesome for our 
designers.  
 
Messrs Chambon will be informed about the project by the 
Government Printer.  
 
The interest in the project is considerable. About forty designers have 
applied. As we are interested mainly in artists who have already 
executed a postage stamp or are likely to execute stamps for us, we 
shall try to limit the participation to these individuals*.  
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The Government Printer has kindly promised to take care of a suitable 
room for the lectures.  
 
Messrs. Samuel Jones, of London, are informed and will await your 
instructions as to the purchase of the material... They will also take 
care of the despatch of the material if requested by you. I think we 
shall leave the proper arrangements as to purchase and forwarding of 
this material to you.   
 
We shall also request Mr Shamir, of the Israel Embassy in London, to 
take care of the despatch of the material by diplomatic pouch if this 
should be necessary for lack of time or for any other reason. " 

 

© The Estate of Abram Games. 

 
 
 
 
 
* Attendee numbers were eventually culled to around 50% of original applicants by the Israel 
Post Office and the 21 participants included the following students and artists: 

 The Shamir brothers 
 George Hamori 
 Miriam Karoly 
 G Rothschild 
 Z Lippmann ('Roli') 
 Friedel Stern 
 Paul Kor 
 Zvi Narkis 
 Yaakov Zim 
 Yitzchak Yoresh 
 Asher Kalderon 

and 
 Dan Reisinger 
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3 Preparatory drawings by Abram Games 

 

 
 

© The Estate of Abram Games. 
                                

A selection of horizontal and vertical initial thoughts for this test design. 
 

     
 

           
 

All four images © The Estate of Abram Games. 

Progressive rough sketches, for both vertical and horizontal designs. 
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4. Absolutely NOT the original artwork 
 

 
  

NOT the artwork of Abram Games.  
 

The artwork depicted above was offered in 2012 at an American stamp auction (not eBay).  It 
was for sale at US$2,236 and it is assumed that it sold, as it has not been offered since.  
 
When Naomi was shown a scan of the artwork, alarm bells rang with her and she consulted 
her brother. Her email response clarified matters... 
 

"Thanks for sending the artwork. Daniel, my brother, and I are 100% 
certain  this is NOT the work of AG. The signature is not his and the 
quality of the work is definitely not his. He would never have painted 
or  drawn like that. It's very clumsy.  
 
It may have been a copy by one of  the students on the course or 
someone tracing and selling a fraud. The  typography is very different 
too. Please don't credit this as AG's as it is not.  A mystery!  
 
Besides,  unless the artwork was stolen in the first place, AG never 
sold or gave away work unless in specific cases to the client. Rarely!" 

 
It is clear that the purchaser bought a 'dud' and highlights the need for not taking things at face 
value, for at times they are not at all what they at first appear to be. Caveat Emptor. 
 
The genuine original artwork is not held in the Estate of Abram Games, and is assumed lost. 
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5. Dan Reisinger's attendance on the course  
 
Naomi had mentioned during her talk that graphic designer Dan Reisinger was one of the 21 
artists who had attended the photogravure course and that he was still working in Israel. Your 
author therefore took the opportunity of making contact with him via his website to see 
whether he had any reminiscences about the sessions....  
 
 

"Dear Glenn, 
 
Yes, I did participate in Abram Games's photogravure stamp design 
course in 1956. As a great admirer of AG's posters, I felt honored and 
privileged to be invited and to learn from the great artist.  
 
At the time, I was serving in the Israel Air Force and needed a special 
permit to leave the base for each session of the course. My enthusiasm 
must have influenced my commanders in their decision to give me 
permission each time. 
 
Participants included both young and senior / established graphic 
artists. AG gave each of us a photocopy of the Test Stamp he 
designed; our task was to copy it with all gradations of the single 
color - suited to photogravure.  
 
Since the original was executed with an airbrush, most of the 
participants used the same technique. As a soldier, I did not have 
airbrush equipment or technology….. I executed the stamp exercise 

with an ordinary brush - achieving the relevant hues by mixing the 
right colors for the required gradations, as in AG's sample. I am still 
in possession of this exercise. 
 
It was a great satisfaction for me to receive Abram's very positive 
comments on my effort. 
 
With best wishes, 
 
Dan Reisinger " 

 
 
Dan has gone on to have a great design career with commissions from many important client 
names down the years and more than 20 one-man exhibitions of his work.  
 
He also received seven major awards, including the Israel Prize - the highest recognition of 
the State for professional achievement and the Order of the Knights' Cross - awarded by the 
President of Hungary for his contribution to cultural relations between Israel and Hungary. 
 
While on the course, Dan re-created the Test Stamp and he kindly sent a scan of his original 
artwork  for exclusive reproduction on the next page.  
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© Dan Reisinger. 

 
Of particular interest is how the hat has been rendered. There can be no confusion with a 
German steel helmet, as all lines of stitching are clearly rendered. Also, the gradation of 
colour shows all the hallmarks of airbrushing, but as he mentions in his email, Dan never had 
access to this tool. Note also how the top right and bottom left inscriptions are omitted. 
 
A further artwork is shown below that Dan had created as a part of the course depicting the 
'production and efficiency' elements requested by the Israel Post Office.  
 

 
 

© Dan Reisinger. 
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6.  The two sheet formats 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Towards the end of the course, 
Abram's dummy stamp design was 
put to press at the Israel Government 
Printer.  

Two different sheet formats have 
been seen, namely 10 rows of 4 with 
a single gutter and  8 rows of 5 with 
a double-height gutter. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Could one be the alleged 'English 
printing' talked about by collectors 
(possibly the sheet alongside in 
violet-red) and the other the Israeli 
run (above sheet in dull red)? 
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7. The different printings and colours seen 
 

                     
 
It is strongly suspected that these colours will have been from the Israeli printed version. No 
further colours have been seen, but a 'dark blue' version exists according to Cherrystone 
Auctions [USA]. 

 

           
 
This block of four is clearly a different printing to the ones at the top of this page. Not seen, 
but the detailing is different, aside from the deep shade. Could this be the rumoured 'English 
printing'? Pure speculation, although proofing did occur in England and this version only 
appears to exist imperforate, which is more in line with proofing. Note how the right hand 
text is not in white, but appears to be screened.  
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8. Stamp printing by photogravure in Israel  
 

As Naomi has already mentioned, in 1953 the Israeli Government Printer installed its first 
photogravure printing machine. The photograph below depicts the printing of postage stamps 
underway at its premises in Israel using that printing process.  
 
 

 
 

Image from Israel Catalogue number 8, 1970. Published by the Philatelic Service of Israel. 
 
 

It is unlikely that the stamp on press at the time that the photograph was taken would have 
been the Test Stamp. The image is undated, but it has to have been 1953 or later. 
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9. Additional comments   
 
The following additional information comes from the files of your author. 

 To this day, this dummy stamp is frequently referred to as the "Helmeted Soldier", 
"Helmeted Man",  "Army Series" or  the "Steel Helmet" dummy stamp. We now 
know that all such names are wildly inaccurate. 
 

 The date of issue is frequently stated to be 1948, not 1956, generally by those stamp 
dealers wishing to sell copies as being a rejected design for the initial series from the 
newly formed State of Israel.  
 

 The Mosden Israel Catalogue, 1969, states that this stamp is part of an Army Series. 
"Rejected essay for army series because the helmet resembled German soldier, exists 
in three colours".   Clearly inaccurate.  
 

 The Hebrew apparently best translates as "Bul Bitachon" (Security Stamp), according 
to an auction description.    

 
 
 
 
 

10. Further reading 
 

 Philatelic Services.  Israel Catalogue number 8, Israel, 1970. Includes image of 
printing by lithography and by photogravure at the Government Printer.  
 

 The Running Stag by Meir Persoff. Published by Robson Lowe,  GB, 1973. This 
book tells the extensive story of this dummy stamp, including imagery of preparatory 
artwork by two further students on the course, namely Yaakov Zim and Paul Kor. 
These are not shown within these pages owing to them being subject to copyright, 
clearances for which could not be obtained.  

 
 
 
 

11. With thanks 
 
Special thanks to Naomi Games and Dan Reisinger for their invaluable contributions 
regarding the content of this paper, for sharing their reminiscences and for giving their 
permission to incorporate key philatelic items within these pages. 



 
 
 

 
 

© Royal Mail Group Ltd, 2014 

 
 

 
For more information about the prolific graphic design output of 

Abram Games, go to the website run by the Estate of Abram 
Games at www.abramgames.com, where a gallery of his work, 

links to other sites and publications are to be found. 
 

The website of Israel-based multi-award winning graphic 
designer Dan Reisinger is located at www.danreisinger.com, 
where lots of commissions for his many clients are depicted. 

 
Extensive stamp printing and other philatelic information can be 
found at www.stampprinters.info. The quarterly newsletter about 

British dummy stamps and the printers that created them is 
online at www.stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm  

This publication can also be downloaded as a PDF from the 
stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm link. 

http://www.abramgames.com/
http://www.danreisinger.com/
http://www.stampprinters.info/
http://www.stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm
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